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Holland City News.
VOL.

XIII.— NO.

ptimd

HOLLAND,

31.

GS, D . R., Drat: Store. -Flue Druqs, MedIciues, Fancy Goode, Toilet Articlea and
Perfumcrice. River street.

\7AN PUTTEN, Wm.

From

V

,

nOLLAXD, - - MiemOAX.
EIGHTH STREET.

No. 52

WILLIAM

H.

Uiess.

I

ROGERS.

furniture.

aud sultry atmosphere

the Macatawa Park Hotel, situated on the

F. & A. M.
CO., Dealers in all
ARBouLAnComraunicatlonof Unitt Lodok. eastern shore of Lake Michigan, about
kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,
No. 191, F. «fc A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.: River st.
the city
Holland.
Holland, Mich., at 7 e’clock sharp, on Wednesday six miles
evenings, Jan. 9, Feb. 0, March 5, April 9, May 7,
Osnaral Dealeri.
While this resort may not yet be found in
June 4, July 2. Aug. 6. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29,
T TAN PUTTEN G„ & SONS., General Dealers Nqv. 26, Dec. 31. St. (John's days June 21, and
the guide books, it is bound to get there,
in Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats Dec. 27.
as sure as the diamond is to get
R. B. Best, W.M.
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.

\fEYER. BROUWER &

Editor and PMither.

\

the sooty

ifl

Terms of Subscription:

from

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if
' paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.

D.L.BoTD.tfsc’v.
Hsttli.

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

piTY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for L/ The only first-classHotel in the city. Is
ty-stinsertion,and 25 cents for each sabsequent .....
located in the onslness center of the town,
‘
and has
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
8 m. | 6 u. I 1 T. State. Free bus in connection with the Hotel.
Square .................. 350

“
“
M Column
5i “
•’
2
3

.................. 5
................
8
................ 10
..................17
................. 25

!bi

5 00
8 00
8 00 10 00
10 00 17 00
17 00 25 00
25 00 40 §0
40 00 65 00

00
00
00
00
00

changes.

Holland,

BusinessCards

___

__

Alabastlne, Whiting and Colora in
Drug Store.

Kremers & Bangs.

L

Locatedufear

Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
the Chi. & W. Mich. R’y depot,

The Sherwin-Williams prepared

has good facilities for the traveling public,and its
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack lor accommoda- In large
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
|

City Directory, not over three |

In

For

oil, go to the Central

10-ly

T>H(ENIX HOTEL.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

#

Mich.

pditional ^ontl.

annum, j

OCOTT’ HOTEL. W. P.

Scott, proprietor.
Thlg hotel i8 iocated on the cor. of Ninth and

^

and small cans

paint

at

Kremers & Banos.

FITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr.

Mich.

No

dnes, $2.00 per
i.-T.ni, Fish sirs. Terms, $1.60 per day. Good accom- Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer.
fits
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub- modatlons can always be relied on. Holland,
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
listed whitont
charge for subscribers,
......
8-ly
ar* All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits

'

.

..

...........

Phila.,

T)OONE H„ Llverv and Sale Stable. Office
13 andbarnouMarket slreet. Everything first-

Rail ftoalK

Pa.

,4^368. Send

Llvsrv tBi Bsls Sublet.

to

Dr.

Kline, 031 Arch St.,

12-ly

Ohicago & West Michigan Bailway.

Chicago.

Taking Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.

Holland

From
to

DayiMall.

Ni't

.

Mall.

TOWNS.

Exp. Exp.

From Chicago
to Holland.

%

p.m. p.m.la. m.
lotos
10 30
10 40
11 32
11 55
1 25
1 50
3 15
7 30

1 10 10 15
..... ;10 35
10 45
2 05 11 30
2 17 11 60
3 00 1 05
8 10 1 15
4
2 3C
6-50 5 2ft

....Holland .....
East S&ugatuck 2
.New Richmond. 2
..Gd. Junction.. 2
..... Baugor. ...
2
.BentonHarbor.12
. .8L Joseph...12
..New Buffalo.. 11
....Chicago ..... 8

a.m. p.m p.m.

a.

W

Day

Ni’t

Hotel.

Exp. Exp.
p.m.

50
28
18

30

DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO.,

X

of Ptugger Mills: Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

10
55
50
45
55

m. p.m. p.m.

to
Rapids.

19 05 8 00
3 12
3 80
8 43
10 45 4 00
p .m. p.m.

p.

m.

a.

to
Muskegon.

TTAN RAALTE,

PhTilciant.
Physician and Surgeon, can ba
found in his office,cor. River and Eighth
streets in Vanderveen'sBlock.

9
9
9
8
t8

50
40
15
55
35

m. p.m. p.m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Muskegon

From Holland
p.m.

m.

a.

a.

m.

3 00 10 10 t5 20
325 10 30 5 55
3 35 10 40 6 10
4 00 11 00 fl 85
4 05 11 08 640
4 40 1) 45 7 15
p m. p.m. a.m.

to

Holland.

300

9 40
2 35 9 17
2 27 9 07
..Grand Haven.. 12 25 205 8 50
... Ferry sburg... 12 ») 2 00 8 40
...Muskegon...11 55 1 25 tS 05
1 10

T>EST, R.

B.,

REMERS, H., Physician and

m.

Surgeon. Reeldence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers &
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
IT

from 6 to 6 p.

"V ATES, O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
X at residence on the corner of River and
Eleventh streets, formerlyoccupiedby the late

Ledeboer.

Dr. B.

Vf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon
Ivl office at GraafrchapVillage, Allegan county,
Mich. Officehours from 12

p.m.

to
Allegan.

p.

m.

p.

26-ly.

XX

B. P. the leading Photographer.Gallery opposite this office.
Watches and Jewelry.

From Allegan to
Holland.
ip. m. a.m. j). m.

m.

a. m.
00 10 10 ..Holland.. 5 10 10 10 1 35
30 10 25 .Fillmore.. 4 55 950 1 05
50 10 34 .Hamilton.
4 45 942 12 50
31) 10 44 .Dunnlug.. 4 35
9 80 12 15
10 11 05 ..Allegan.. 4 15 905 •11 35
p. m. a.m. a. m.
p. m. a. m. p.m.

1>

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, aud
dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market

X>

and Elfihth Street.

TITTKHUYSEN,

H., dealer in Watches, Clocks.
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets,Holland
24-1 v.

YV

Mich.

©M

Lieu irtUUB.

t Runs daily, all other trains daily except Snnday. All trains run bj Detroit time.
Mixed Trains leave Holland, going north, at
7:60 a m, arrivingat Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m,
and at 10:05 p m, arriving at Muskegonat 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave HoQaud, going south,
at 5 50 a m and 8:56 a m.

WHOLESALE.)

by E. J. Harrington.)
$
bushel
..................
20
6*Beaus, V bushel..
Butter, V lb.
Apples,

Eggs, ft dozen .................
Honey, ^ lb.... ...............
Onions, W bushels ............
Potatoes, ft bushel ............

Taking Effect August 10*4, 1884.

‘ GOINS WIST

CatMl Tiasj

GOING 1A8T

Pa«s. Mix'd Past.
STATIONS Pass.
A. X. A. X. P. X.
A. X.
10 10 5 20 5 10 L.Toledo.A 11 10
11 02 8 00 005 ..Dundee’.. 10 10
11

11
11
11
12
12
12
12
1
1
1
2
2
2

21
29
39
55
08
30
48
55
06
17
88
05
17
36

8
9
9
9
10
11

11
12
12

12
1
2
3
8
4
4

256
304

5

3
3
8
3
4

10
45
53
59
10
P. x.

6
6

52

02
30

027

0 81 .Ridgeway. 942
0 41 .Tecumseh. 9 82
0 57 ..Tipton... 9 17
7 10 Cambridge 905

57
28
15 783
52 750
07 7 67
80 807
50 8 18
88 840
42 909
10 9 22
52 940
40 P. X.
57
1)
30
50

704
7 25

...Britton.. 946

.

Addison.. 848

..Jerome

..

826

..Moscow.. 820
.Hanover
..Pulaski
.

.

Homer..

..

..Marshall

.

8C9
769
7 87
7 11

659
Cr’k 040

...Ceresco.

.

Pass. Mix’d

5
4
8
8
8
8

10
15
52
47
37
22

Apples,* bushel ..................

6 50

450
409
400

|

P. X.

&

8 87
3 00

308 280
2 <5 140
228 1 10
221 12 55
210 12 80
59
1 38
1 12
1

100

©

©
............ ft

42 882
22 754
15 788
09 7 25
80 600
27 5 46
21 535
10 5 15
A. X. A. X.

Corn, shelled * bushel
Flour, S bri. oo ooooo...ooo«o*#o
to##*
Fine born Meal * 100 lbs .........
Feed, * ton...
................
* 100 9> ......................

................700
•••••••<
ling, * 100 fi>
Oats, *bU6hel,
F hushe old....
Oats
Pearl_____
Barley,
sy, * 100 B>...
Pear
* bash ...........
Timothy Seed, * bushel .......
Wheat, white * bushel..
Red
............
LancasterRed, * bushel.

Fultz “

.

Lake Shore* Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L. 8.&M.S. At Hanover with L. 8. * M. 8. At
Homer, with L. 8. * M. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mleh. Central.At Marshal!, with M. 0. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
Chicago& Grand Trunk and M. C . R. R. At Montelth, with Grand Rapids * Indiana. At Allegan,
with Chicago & West Mich, and L. 8. & M. 8.
Trains all daily except Sunday.
IB. McHTJGJl,
General Passenger Agent

Buckwheat per bushel ............
Bran, per 100

lbs

..................

gSSSyp.:::

............

Cora Meal, per 100

..........

lbs

.*..

Cora, shelled,per bushel ..........
ck
Flour, per barrel ...................
Flue com meal, per 100 lbs ........
Feed, per ton ......................
per 100 lbs ................
9 00
Hay per ton
Miauling, per 100 lbs
Oats per bushel ...................
Pearl Barley, per 100 lbs ...........
Rye per bushel ...................
Timothy seed, per bushel ..........

, ©

®
©

Attomyi.

jJOWARD,_M. D.,

ConaliilofiKsrohaat.

Dragi sal

and

6 00
55
2 03

Notice.

Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

>

.

BETAIL.

pMftfltg.

BEAaM

58

.....

Train Connections.

\

80

drain, Fold, Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)
(Correctedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, ft bushel... ..- .........
50
11 55
Bran, * 100 tie ...................... (0 75
11 00
Barley, * 100 lb ..................... © 1 10
986 , Clover seed, ft lb .................. 4 W
5 00
920 | Corn Meal *100 fee ................<a 115

At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dnndee, with T. A. A. & G. T. At Britton,with
Wabash, 8t Louis & Pacific. At Tecumseh, with

iwsitwjijs

©

Butter, ft lb ...................... 15
Eggs per dozen .................... <0
Honey per B)
................ <0
Onions, per bushel .........
<0
Poutoes, per bushel ...............
.....

12
A. X. 12
12
..Richland..
12
11
..Montleth.
11
....Fisk....
11
..Kellogg..
A Allegan L
11
Battle

26

BETAIL.

p. x. P. X.

|

Notice is hereby given that after this
date I will net be responsiblefor any
debts, contracted by my wife, Mary Ox*
nM, tnd .11 P»rtlM d.lng .0 must look

f

m,

i^rH 0IK&.

KsdletoH. ^
_______ vTtZZ
Tbt “Margareta,”Alfred Wright’s new
___

in line

awaiting their turn

post-office. -

But by next

the

But the next morning, at the
of day, I silentlydressed

and

first

stele

peep

from

my room to the beat house, ana was boob
gliding through the smooth water, alone.
I may bo mistaken, but I hold that the
true angler wants no company but himself and his bait, and finding myself in
that position, I was content with all the
world. In front of me rose the blue surface of Lake Michigan, while the prow of
my boat was pointed up Macatawa Lake
toward the fishing grounds. The big,
round, red sun was just peeping Irom the
eastern horizon, end the smooth surface of
the water was broken hero and there as
some fish rose to gather in a helpless fly
returning from an all night spree. The
whole scene was a delightful one, and If
the fish would only bite— aye, there’s the
rub. But the fish would not bite. For
two hours I strove to lure one to take a
nice fat minnow, but all in vain. I tried
trolling with spoon bait, but with no bet-

19-tf.
gro

on an empty atomacb.”
there we compromised and
hoisted a flag of truce. On my future exand, sitting on the beach, it is the dnty of
cursions she always accompanied me, bnt
the attentivebeaux to remeve the dainty I itruck the line at the parasol, which waa
Freight and Ticket Agent
shoes and pour out the sand, which they left at home. Wo took considerablefish,
but the largest did not weigh over two
carefully preserve in homeopathic vials.
pounds, and the smallest— well, we did
But I intended to write of my angling
not weigh them.
experiences at Macatawa Lake, one of the
But my readers must not believe that
best fishing gronnda in Michigan, if the all anglers were as unsoccessfulas myfish are in a humor to bite. The lake, self. I saw black bass weighing ux
Sells tickets to all principalpoints in
pounds taken from the very spots where
the United States and Canadas. Money about six miles long and of an average I had fished. On the day I left thb lake
width of two miles, abounds with black
can be saved by purchasingtickets of me. bass, white or silver bass, speckled bass, a little girl hooked a twenty-pound musThrough Bills of Lading issued and rates sunfish, yellow porch, muskallonge and kalionge, which waa safely landed with
the aid of her father. The best montha
pickerel. Large catfish are not unfregiven for freights to all points, Call am
for angling are June and September,and
quently taken, and an occasionalsheepssee me before making your journey or
then enormous quantities of black and
head is hauled in by the astonished angler.
white bau are taken. To the lover* of
shipments.
During certain days when the wind is in
WM. BAUMGARTEL, the right direction,lake perch are taken angliag I can recommend no better place
than Macatawa Lake. The hotel is
Agent Chicago aixd West Michigan Railmy. at the mouth of the lake in such numbers reached by a small steamer from the city
Holland, Mich., Nov. 28, 1888. 42tf that angliag becomes labor instead ot of Holland, which !h in direct communia sport.
cation by rail with Chicago and all the
I arrived at the hotel ln time for dinner,
leading cities of the state. The ratee at
IF.
and having gone through with that forthe betel are from $V to $9 per week.
has put in his shop mality, I at once preparedfor a trial an- Boats, halt and fishing tackle can bo had
a large, new engine gling trip. Mra. Izaak, Jr., concluded to at nominal rates. Furnished tents can be
and boiler, and the accompany me and retired to her room to rented for $2 to $2.50 per week, and parlatest improved pat on her fishing attire. When she re- ties can keep their own house. An air of
pump machinery, turned she was enveloped in a rubber ul homelike comfort pervades the whole
and is prepared to ster and carried a parasol. I mildly ar place, and this is its greatestcharm. It is
furnish pumps, gued against the proprietyof raising an noplace te display fine gowns, and for
drive points, iron umbrella In a boat while fishing, but to no this relief, good Lord, we gave thanks.
or wooden pipes, avail. And then she suggested if she had Dudes are exceedingly rare, and the
at wholesale or re- not better take her knitting along, in case
rumor that a spinding dude was ence used
tail, at the most the fish did not bite. I replied, ’’certainas a bait for a muskallonge may have
reasonable prices; ly, by all means," and kindly volunteered something to do in keeping the species
to
send
for
the
family
sewing
machine.
I
also agricultural
away; but it ia also said the fish turned up
implements of all descriptions; the Ester- think my satire was useful, for the knit- his nose atthe dude, and remarked in fishy
ly Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper ting was left behind.
We finally got safely into the boat, and tones that he had enough bones already.
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the AdAnd thus the days passed on— eating,
in
the delight of the moment my spirits
vance Mower, the Grand de Tours tbreesleeping, fishing, bathing and taking
hoise sulky plow, the Bissel,South Bend visibly rose as 1 rowed away toward the
plow, best in the market, the Reraming- fishing grounds, and I actually smiled to siestas on the summit of the pine-covered
ton iron-beamsteel plow, Kalamazoo myself at the pretty figure of Mrs. Izaak, bluffs. What a place it is to recreate tbe
Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth Jr., and her parasol, as she reclinedcom- weary man from the hurried and unrestharrow for finishing land made, contain- fortably in the stern of the boat. Reach- ful city. From the summit of Prospect
Point I see the sun go down on the land
ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills, ing a spot where I thought we might take
of the Badgers; away out on Lake Michi3 inches for every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel fish, I "heaved” the anchor overboard
gan l discern the white sails of some grain
and
prepared
the
tackle
for
business.
Spring Tooth harrows,seeders and cultivators combined, Albion Wheel Spring First 1 had to put the minnow on Mrs. laden vessel; on the edge of the horizon a
Tooth seeders and harrows combined, Izaak Jr.’s hook, which operation she thin line of smoke shows where some
Studebaker farm and freight wagons, watched with great anxiety. “Don’t it steamer is making straightfor her port; a
Kalamazoo open
top buggies, hurt the minnow to pat a hook in it that dim haze is creeping over the lake and the
new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tooth, way?’’ But I answered that it was no blnfis; tbe songs and shouts of the camp3-tootb, and 2-shovel, Detour sulky culti- time to moralize when one was on a fish- ers in the valley below are faintly borne
vators, Aoltman and Russel & Co. steam ing exenrsion, and that If a man had a to my ears; the bright light from the light- -jjsm
threashirs.Engines from one-horse to fish on the end of his line, and stopped to house shoots out over the rippliag watera;
t
one thousand-horsepower. Call and see argue about the hook hurting the fish, he the last whistle of the about " — "*,““
steamer
is
beard,
and,
with
a
di_
l
would
lose
the
fish,
and
deservedly,
too.
tooia
By thii time our Hun were cast, and I regret, there comes to an end the
settled
down to the glorious expectancy of
River St., Holland,Mich., Apr. 10, ’84
Louis Grocer.
getting a bile. I had my back to Mrs. —
10-ly.

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

Padtftt.

(Corrected every Friday

Mlchlf&n and Ohio Bailroad.

with one ot her old

the bathers.
great bloed purifier, liver aud kidney remThe sand hills are also objects of atedy and life giving principle, a perfect
renovator and invigorator of the system traction,and It Is quite the thing to climb
carrying away all poisonous matter and the steps on the wooded side and then
restoring the blood to a healthy condition,
slide down the sandy incline on the other.
enriching it, refreshing and Invigorating
In my youthful days I slid down the
both mind and body. They are easy of
administration,
prompt in their action, straw stack, and perhaps the cellar doer,
certain in their results, safe and reliable in but here was sliding on a grander scale.
all forms of disease. Every moment of
The young ladies especiallydelight to
our lives, every part of our bodies, is
wearing out and is being built up anew. glide down the sandy slope. You ob
This work is accomplished by the blood. serve a fair maiden standing out against
The blood if pure makes the entire circuit the clear sky and then she dlssapearsas
of the body every seven minutes. But if
suddenly as If the earth had swallowed
It becomes weak or vitiated and does not
perform Us work properly the system is her up. You hurry up the steps to see if
actually poisoned by the worn-out matter a fatal accident had not taken place. By
clogging the vital organs instead of leav- the time you arrive at the summit another
ter success. The fish appeared to be all
ing the body. Cleanse the blood whenmaiden or a bevy of maidens stand, ex- “independent bolters,” and seemed deever you find Its impurities bursting
termined not to vote the regular ticket.
through the skin in pimples, eruptions, pectant on the summit In their white
About three miles up the lake, however,
sores, etc. Keep the liver in order, the dresses, as If waiting for Ascension Day ;
I had a little better luck, and succeeded
blood pure health of the system will fol- but they are not going that way, and their
In catchingabout a dozen buss, none of
low. For sale by H.
30-4t
dresses, unlike the ancient damsel’s, are them of a large size, but still large enough
nfT*rr] considerable
pnnnuJpmlilftunnrt
to afford
sport. *
unprovided with puckering strings. ta
Ice.
I bad taken no lunch with me, and my
Families desiring Ice at any time or for With little hysterical screams the group inner man began to assert bis rights in so
the season can leave their orders at the jump into the sand and down the steep marked a manner that I turned my boat,
hardware store of
and sandy Incline they rush. You see a and a vigorous twenty minutes’ row
R. KANTERS & SONS.
gleam of brillianthose, a simmering of brought me back, when I reduced the
profits of the hotel considerably. To my
white dimity, and then there lies a heap
great surprise Mrs. Izaak, Jr., met me In
Jih'fttisrmtnts.
oflovlinessat the bottom of the bluff. aimiling manner, and inquired how I

Produce, Etc.
(

a

season ample facilities will be afforded to

are

me

Walsh.

TTIGGINS,

•3
8
8 35 8
3 47 9
4 15 10
XU

p.m.

m.

800
320

-

to 2

Phit:gr»pter.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

p. m.

43-ly.

...WestOllTe...

From Holland
a.

50-ly

;

p.m. p.m. ip.m.
....Holland. ...

B. dealer In Farm Implements
and Machinery,cor. River end Ninth Slreet.

V

m. p.m.

t5 00 ....Holland..... 10 10 1 15
5 18 ....Zeeland ..... 10 02
535 .. Hudson vilie... 9 45
5 50 ....Grandville...9 82
6 10 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 15 12 25
a.

Proprietors

Saw and Flour

(

X>

From Grd. Rapids
to Holland.
ft* ID.

It Will Cure Youl

GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS

Vi&ufictoriei,Milli, Sfcofi, Xto.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

From Holland
Grand
pm. p.m. a.m.

like a file at

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

iv

m.

a.

10 05 4
4
45
45 942 4
05 9 07 3
37' 8 55 3
40 8 00 1
30: 7 55 1
3C 7 18 12
55 3 40 9

33-tf

VTIBBELINK, J.

looked at

time glances, and asked if 1 didn’t want
lady’s finger.
to borrow her parasol; maybe I might get
The hotel is located on a narrow ridge a bite then. But why prolong the story.
.....egg;
nm, ____
Mrs. Izaak’s
•f land which extends between Lake My score was a, \mgooso
was two bass. Wo were both tired, and I
Michigan and Macatawa Bay, and is
was told that I might go alone in the
flanked on either hand by high bluffs cov- morning; she “had enough of fishing."
ered with pine, hemlock and oak trees.
A good supper at the hotel restored our
The summits of these bluffs are delightful spirits, aud as we were strolling on the
beach afterward, Mrs. Izaak, Jr., respots, as they overlookboth of the lakes,
marked to me in her (sweetest manner,
and a cool breeze Is always blowing. “My dear, l had a delightful time fishing
Along the shore of Lake Michigan, and this afternoon, and I think I will go along
but a few hundred feet from the hotel, with you in the morning.” Bnt 1 determinedly protested against such a course.
stretches a magnificentsandy beach that
The morning air was full of malarious
for bathing purposes cannot be surpassed vapor, and It was a very rash thing for a
in the whole country. The water Is clear woman to go out fishingon an empty,
and clean, and when the great surf waves stomach at 5 a. m. Bhe retorted that the
didn’t propose to "fish on an empty stomroll in it is glorious sport to battle against
ach, she was going to fish from the boat."
them. At present there are not enough I saw it was useless to philosophically
bath houses to accommodatethe bathers, discuss the matter, so I dropped it.

If you wish a bargain in Paints, White
Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White
TJAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding wash brushes, call at
XX stable.Fine rigs and good horses can alKremers & Bangs.
and they stand
ways be relied on. On Fish street,near Scott's

class.

651.

Jr., when suddenly I heard her
pole splash in the water, and ray heart
came inlo my mouth at the thought that
she bad the first bite. I turned my head,
and, shades of Izaak, Sr., must I say it,
she had lot her pole fall into tho water
while attempting to raise her parasol.
With the stubbornnessborn et disgust, I
sat and sat; the sun was well down in the
western sky; tho bell at the hotel was
ringing for supper; a big frog sot up a
croak in the rushes by the shore; the—
“I’ve got a bite" came thrilling to my
ears. The parasol came down, there waa
a struggle with the pole, a splash by tho
side of the boat, and Mrs. Izaak, Jr.,
landed a bass at my feet to be unhooked.

on my She

JOB PBINTINS Promptly aai Noally Eieciteil.

1

of

V

NO.

Izaak,

of St. Louis to the clear and bracing at
I. 0. of o. F.
HollandCltyLodge,No. 192, Independent Order mosphere of Lake Michigan was a consuof Odd Fellows, holds Us regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tuesday Evening mation so devoutly to be desired that I
of each week
firmly resolved to make the change, and I
Visltingbrothers
arecordiallyinvited
.
did it, and that is why this letter is writL. D' Baldcs, N. G.
William Bacmoartel, R. S.
ten from that charming summer resort,

Dealer in Drugs. Medi*
cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
SV.VanDbn BKRo’sFamily Medicines;River 8t.
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morning,Ang. 31, by firing several bun- 1 Committees.The * following Presidred shots at the guards. William Hare dential electors were nominated:
was killed and two others received serious At large, Daniel Campbell;First District,
wounds. A hopper worth $4,000 was A. S. Hunter; Fifth District,George Carburned, and the telegraph wires were cub ter; Seventh District, H. S. Wilcox; Ninth
n response to a call by the Sheriff, Gov. District J. P. Halton, leaving the Eighth
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
loadly ordered the militia companies at to be filled. The remainder, seven in
number, they left for the Democrats
jan caster and New Lexington to be in
to nominate when they meet in State
readiness to march.
convention. Judge E. L. Burton, a DemoOhio’s wheat crop of this year will yield crat, was nominated for Supremo Judge;
43,982,969 bushels, of excellent quality. George Derr, of Union County, for State
EAST.
This is the largest crop of the State, except Treasurer; and James Dooley, of Keokuk,
for Secretory of State. The List two are
Some citizens of Trenton,N. J., who that of 1880, when the yield was Greenbackers.A lengthy platformwas
48,540,000
bushels.
The
oat
crop
will
favor cremation, have purchased a pottery)roduce 23,893,663bushels, or about adopted ..... The Kansas Greenbackers
convention
Topeka,
kiln at Bennington,and will transformit 31.2 bushels to the acre. The barley
Into an oven for burning bodies. ...The crop will yield about 1,000,000 bush- and nominated the following ticket:
Bev. John W. Straub, of the Bloomfield els. Corn has sufferedfrom drouth, and is Governor, H. L. Phillips;Lieutenant GovCatholicChurch, Pittsburg, while crazed about 79 per cent, of an average crop. Re- ernor, John W. Breideuthal; Chief Justice,
with disease, committedsuicideby shooting ports of the corn crop in Illinois, says a H. P. Vrooman; Associate.J. D. McBryan;
Treasurer, H. F. Hefelboum;Auditor, W\
himself with a revolver.
Chicago paper, are not quite as encouraging
T. Wakefield;Attorney General, H. L.
On the Charter Oak track at Hartford, ns previous reports. There is littlechange
Brush, Secretory of State, J. C. Hibbard;
to note in Iowa reports.The prospects are
while the pacers Princess and George G.
Superintendent of Public Instruction,Miss
very good. In Wisconsin,Nebraska, and
Fannie Randolph. Electors and a State
were being exercised in different directions
fcwsas an immense yield is promised.
Central Committee were also chosen.
for the 2:17 race, both drivers pulled the
George Ford, of South Bend, was
same way. The animals went into the air
and fell flab George G. died almost innominatedfor Congressby the Democrats
stantly, and was buried in view of the asThe City Marshal of Sharpsburg,Ky., of the ThirteenthIndiana District. Consemblage. Princess received fatal injuries.
killed Dr. Daniel Henry for resisting ar- gressman Harry Libbey has been renomiThe horses were valued at $5,000 each ____
This year’s hop crop in this country is esti- rest. A Deputy Sheriff at Hot Springs nated by the Republicans of the Second
mated to be about one-fourthshort of the was compelledto shoot a horse-thief whom Virginia District. Duff Green was

fiia

$

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE

met in

ME

average.

SOUTH.

ic was conveying to the State Penitentiary,

The business portion of the villageof and the Coroner’sjury indorsed the act.
Adams, Jefferson County, N. Y., was A Louisville policeman, fatally wounded a
notorions footpad named John Lynch,
burned, involving a loss of $200,000.
who was caught in the act of robbing a
Hog cholera has appeared at Shoemak- citizen.
ersville, Pa.

Many swine

arc dying

—

A

sailor found unconscious in a street in
New York, died at the Marine Hospital of
yellow fever.

The Board of Aldermen at New

a

York, at

Samuel Bowman attempted to beat his
a broomstick
)e cause his breakfast was not ready in
time. She seized a knife and stabbed him
wife at Knoxville, Ky., with

seven times, inflicting fatal wounds.

secret meeting, passed the ordinance

at

Berry Johnson (colored)

for the

murder

giving a company the right to lay a surface of his wife was hanged at Shreveport, La.
railway on Broadway over the Mayor’s veto. Schip Holly, a negro who murdered Luther
....The postoffice at Williamsport, Pa.,
Seely, a young white man, in January, was
was robbed of $3,500 of stamps.
langed at Tuscola, Ala. The local military wore at the jail. Josh Berryman (colored) was hanged at Natchitoches, La., for
the murder of Scott Carter (colored).
Michael Griffin, of Des Moines, Iowa, Willie Williams, alias French, was hanged
who was fined $100 and costs, to be com- at Franklin, La., for the murder of Willmitted to jail until paid, was brought into iam Burgess Feb. 3. As the black cap was
drawn Williams shouted: “O, God! save me!
court on a writ of habeas corpus, claiming
O, God! save me!”
that the Justice could not imprisonbeyond
The four villains who last May wrecked
thirty days, and that he had no jurisdiction.

THE WEST.

Judge Given decided that the Justice had an Hlinois Centraltrainat Duck

Hill, Miss.,

jurisdiction,and that the costs were no port
have been capturedby Pinkerton detecof the penalty. An appeal will be had to
tives. The motive was revenge on the
the Supreme Court
engineer, who was killed by the plot. The
Capt. Payne, the Oklahoma adventurer, offendersare in jail.
and seven of his associateswere arrested at

WASHEWTOX.

Bock Falls, Indian Territory, a few days
• ..
ago by a United States officer. They were
The
Treasurer of the United States has
taken to Fort Scott, Kas., where they will
probably be tried by court martial for dis- forwarded to the Governor of Louisiana
obeying the instructionsof the military auree-school bonds of that State to the
thorities.... A coachman at Minneapolis, amount of $21,000, which were captured at
named Peter Johnson, after taking a lady to Baton Rouge by Gen. Sheridan.
visit a friend, walked out on the lawn and
The Treasury Departmenthas issued orshot himself through the heart.
ders to Collectorsof Customs that hereafter
Ten head of cattle were killed at Elmwhen a vessel carrying rags arrives at any
hurst, HI., under the instructions of the
:

)ort it shall be the duty of the importer to
produce positiveevidence that the cargo is
from a non-infected port, and is free from
the germ of disease. The difficulty of prothe most virulent type ____ The Second ducing such evidence virtually prevents the
National Bank at Xenia, Ohio, has ntroductionof rags.... John B. Dawson,
closed its doors. The cashier, Mr. J. a clerk in the Pension Bureau at WashingAnkeny, engaged in grain transactionswith ton, died last week. He weighed 438
a friend named Smart, and induced the pounds, and his body had to be placed in a
bank to make large advances to his friend. grape arbor until a coffin could be made.

State Veterinarian,Dr. Paaren. The
post-mortem examination showed that
the disease was pleuro-pneumonia of

t
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ADDITIONAL NEWS.
The clearing-house exchanges for last
week ($650,169,105)were $50,082 less than
the precedingweek, and when compared

Its

(New York dispatch.]

the National Labor party was held this
afternoon at No. 42 Duane street Mr..

Over 20,000 persons participated in the
annual labor demonstrationin New York,
the procession filling Broadway from the
City Hall to Union Square. Each body of
workmen wore a distinctive badge, and
many of the trades unions illustrated their
vocationby practical work on the wagons.
The printers carried a banner urging the
boycotting of the New York Tribune.
*

A call has been issued for a State convention of the People’s(Butler’s) parly
for Massachusetts, to be held at Worcester

Wilson S. Wolf presided. It was reported
by the Committee on Legislation that the
principles desired by the National Labor
party had been incorporatedin both the
Republicanand Demooratioplatforms, andthe following resolution presented by it
was adopted:
Whet-XAH, The Republican and Democratic
National Conventions have inserted in their
platforms the principles and policy of the National Labor party as adopted at Philadelphia

was commu-

was

in

board. The Josiah Throop was badly
wrecked. Many houses were demolished, and roofs and chimneys blown off.
The steamer Belmont was lost in the hurricane below Evansville, and ten or fifteen
persons were drowned. Among the lost are
Capt. John Smith, E. C. Roach and son,
Miss Laura Lyon and sister, Sallie Bryant
and mother, and others unknown. The
boat was valued at $15,000.

The

Chicago Tribune prints extensive

reports of the condition of the corn crop in

the 24th iust.

Whebkab, This action insures to the working
classes a fair considerationof the evils that
affect their conditionand needed legislationin.
their interests; and

Whebeab, The Greenback and Anti-Monopoly
Lynchburg Tobacco As- party refused to adopt a plank for the proteosociationhas sold 20,600,000pounds of to- tlon of Americanlabor, and has now, as in the
Since Jan.

1 the

GENERAL.

mander Cheyne, of the British navy, has disputed State debt is believed to
sent a congratulatory dispatch direct to have been carried. Notwithstandinga
very large vote was polled,the electionwas
Greely.
a peaceable and quiet one ____ The National
S. W. Tallmadge, the crop statistician
Executive Committee of the National Labor
of Milwaukee, has issued his final estimate party decided at New York to hold no conof the wheat crop of the United States for vention. but issued a “declaration’’ indors1884, as follows: Winter wheat, 380,000,- ing the principlesof the People’s party and
000 bushels; spring wheat, 150,000,000,or its candidate, General Butler.
130,000,000 bushels more than the crop of
Followingis the officialstatementof the
1883 ..... Cacereo, the Peruvianrebel chief,
public debt for August:
with his followers, entered Limn and ocInterest-bearlmr debtcupied the cathedral and one of the nublic
Four and one-half per cents ......... $250,000,000
buildings,from which they opened fire on Fonr per cents ....................... 737,688,150
the inhabitantsindiscriminately,killing 150
people.

The Canada Pacific Road has laid its
racks to a point seven miles west of the
Rocky Mountains,and hopes to reach the
point of the Selkirk range this seaCalifornia Board of Equalization reports the Central Pacific Rond at
$24,000,000 and the Southern Pacificat
$17,000,000 ____ It is now understood that
Capt. Howgate, of the Signal- Service Department, accused of malfeasance, aud for
it

son. The

Bermudas.

In the race for the championship in the

National League base-ballcontest, the
Providence has won 64 games, Boston 58,

The

reports indicate a magnificent

com

crop for 1884. The reports are especially
gratifyingfrom Kansas and Nebraska, where
the acreage in com has been largely increased, while the prospects are of the
brightest According to the returns,

nothing but early frosts can inter
fere with a bountifulharvest .....
The Governor of Montana sent a special
agent to investigate the reports of starvation among the Piegans. It was foun
that in abend of 2,000 the deaths for lac
of food averaged one per day. The Governor has urged the Secretary of the Interior
to issue full rations to the sufferersuntil
Congresscan take action.
Striking miners at Snake Hollow, Ohio,

eommenced a

riot ot

2

o’clock

on Sunday

A dispatch from Foo-Chow states

that

ECONOMY

THE CAMPAIGN.

IN

Democrats Poorer than Ever, and Republicans Holding light to Their Purges.
[Washington telegram.]

There has been no campaign since antebellum days that has been conducted on

such

rigorously economical principles as

upon which both parties are now entering. The Democratic party, always
poor, seems poorer than ever, and a visit,
to their headquartersin this city would:
convince one of that fact after a brief
chat with the attaches. It is diffithat

Three per cents .......................214,571,350
Refunding:certificates ...............271,900 cult even
secore money for
Navy pension fund ..................
14,000,000 postage stamps and other incidental
expenses. It is almost as bad at the ReTotal Interest- bearing debt ...... 11,216,526,490

to

publican headquarters.The Government

Matured debt ........................ $14,188,565 clerks,under the stimulusof public opinDebt bearing no interest—
ion, have become very independent, and irt
Legal-tender notes. .................. 346,739.376
the majority of cases flatly >,refuse to conCertificatesof deposit ..............14,420,000
Gold and silver certificates ..........242,851,841 tributea cent The assessments from this
Fractionalcurrency .................6,978,001 source alone in former years have netted’
the Republicans not less than $100,000.
Total without interest .......... $<'.10,989,218
This year it will not equal one-tenth of
Total debt (principal) ............... $1,841,704,203 that sum. From all over the country come
Total interest........................ 10,351,844 reports of indifferenceon the part of leading
Total cash in Treasnrv ............... 414,541,952
Republicans whose liberalityhitherto has:
Debt less cash in Treasury.......... $1,437,514,094 been the boast and pride of the party.
Decrease during August ............. 8,542,852 Charles Foster is quoted as saying that ho
Decrease since Jane 30, 1884 ......... 12,686,141 will not furnish a penny of aid His is not
the only case of this nature. In 1876,
Current liabilitiesinterest due and unpaid ............ $1,686,574 when the country was passing through a.
Debt on which interest has ceased. 14,188,585 period of commercialdepression far greater
Interest thereon
.................
322,410
than that which exists at present,there were
Gold and silvercertificates. ......... 242,851,841
funds in abundance on both sides. Then
United States notes held for redemption certificates ............. 14,420,000 money was counted out by the fifties and
Casq balanceavailable ..............
141,072,541 hundreds; to-day it is doled out in ones.

. .

and twos.

nald.

the French

2

6.

78

2

2

2

2

p

2

2

It is difficult to

assign a reason

for this cause, unless it be that the business men of the countty feel satisfied that
things will drift along in about the usual
fashion,no matter whether the Republicans or Democrats are successful.

Interest accrued, not yet
646,235
Interest paid by United States.......63,099,504

iron-clads resumed
Interest repaid by companies—
the attackson the forts on the Min River, By transportation service............ $ 18,148,923
between its mouth and the arsenal, at an By cash payments, 6 per cent, net
earnings. ...........................
666,196
early hour on the morning of Ang. 28. The
Balance of interest paid by United
forts at the Kinpai Pass offered a deterBUtes ...............................44.295,381
mined resistance, but the superiorityof
the French gunners soon began to tell on
When a woman becomes flurried she
the works. Gun after gun was dislodged,
feels for a fan; when a man becomes
until finally the Chinese became demoralized at the sight of the de- flurried he feels for a cigar.
structiongoing on and fled from the
fortresses, leaving everything behind them.
THE MARKET.
Admiral Courbet then directed his attack
on the forts higher up the river and made
NEW YORK.
of Woodford County, was nominated for
short work of them, as the garrisons had Beeves ..........................$7.oo @ 7.59
Congress by the Democrats of the North become panic-stricken at the sight and fire Hook .............................6.00 (fll 7.00
Flour— Extra ................... 6.oo i# 6.25
IllinoisDistrict. Judge W. H. McHenry of the fleet, and hastily abandoned the de- Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ...........85 :<« .87
No. 2 Red ...............90 $6 .92
was nominated by the Greenbackers and fenses, leaving the French masters of the
61 @ .02
Democrats in the Seventh Iowa District whole line of fortificationson the Min Corn-No. ......................
OATS— White ...................... 30 @ .42
(Kasson’s) for the long term. E. R. Kreidler River up to the arsenal. When the French PORK— New Mesa ................18.25 $18.75
CHICAGO.
was named for the short term, to fill the had descended the river after the attack
vacancy caused bv Kasson’s resignation. upon the forts the Chinese looted and Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 0.75 <8 7.23
Good Shipping......... 6.oo &
.Vi
Congressman Yaple was renominated by burned the foreign quarter.
Common to Fair ....... 4.00 $ 5.50
the Democrats and Greenbackers of the
It now appears that there was no founda- Hogs .............................6.25 $ 6.73
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex 4.23 $ 4.73
Fourth Michigan District. The Republition for the report of the defeat of the
Good to Choice Spring. 3.73 $4.25
cans nominated ex- Congressman Julius C.
Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............
.79
Burrows in the same district. B. F. Hall, French forces in Tonquin. Gen. Millot,
No. 2 Red Winter ....... 82 $ .83
of Burlington, was nominated by the Dem- the French commander in that province, Corn— No. ....................... 52 $ .w
ocrats of the First Iowa District, and W. has telegraphed to Paris that he awaits the Oath— No. ....................... 25 $ .26
Rye— No. ......
55 <ro .50
H. Neece was nominated by the Democrata advance of the Celestials with impatience.
Barley— No. .................... 62 & .63
... .A corps of veteran soldiersis being or- BUTTBa— Choice Creamery ....... 19 (8 .20
of the EleventhIllinois District.
Fine Dairy .............15 $ .17
Edwin D. Bailey, Secretary of the Na- ganized in Germany for serrice abroad,
.10
This is in accordance with the policy Cheese— Full Cream ............. 09
tional Committee of the Ammerican party,
Skimmed Flat ..........05 $ .03
of Bismarck’s colonial extension.... Enos— Fre«h
.................... .13 0 .14
announces that Senator S. C. Pomeroy, A movement has been inaugurated in Spain Potatoes— New,
per hu .......... 40 @ .45
nominated for President, will withdraw in in favor of the restorationof the temporal Pork— Mess ..................... 27.00 $27.50
fatfor of St. John ____ The Illinois Green- power of the Pope ..... Frauds amounting Lard ..............................07K3 .07%
TOLEDO.
back Convention,at Bloomington, nom- to £80,000 have been discoveredin the Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .80 $ .82
inated Jesse Harper, of Danville, for Gov- Egyptian Ministry of Finance. Foreign of- Corn— No. ...................... .64 $ .55
Oats— No. ................... .25 & .27
ernor, and adopted a resolutionauthorizing ficialsof high stand'ng are implicated. ____
MILWAUKEE.
the State Central Committee of the party to A steamer from Marseilles,with two cholera
Wheat— No. .................... .77 @ .79
fuse with any of the old parties which would cases on board, arrived off Cardiff, Wales. Corn -No. ...................... .53 18 .54
Jadge Taft, the Oath— No. ..................... .28 ift .80
rive them seven Presidentialelectors,,,. It was quarrantined.
The Greenbackersand Anti-Monopolists of American Minister to Russia, has arrived at Barley— No. 2 Spring ........... .54 $ .55
Mohs .....................
. 17.00 $17.50
Wisconsin met in convention at Milwaukee, St Petersburg. He succeeds the late Judge Pork—
Lard .............................7.25 & 7.75
Hunt.
nominated W. L. Utley for Governor,and
ST. LOUia
& .82
placed a full electoral ticket in the field.
Admiral Courbet officiallyreports the Wheat— No. .................... .81
Corn— Mixed ..................... .48 (8 .49
The MichiganProhibitionists,in session at

VAST THEFTS OF LAND.
Many

Million Acres of the Public
Stolen.

A Commissioner of
fice, who

was sent

to

the General

Domain

Land Of-

Colorado some time-

ago to investigatecomplaints

made

by set-

companies that they had
illegallyfenced in public lands and had
obtained occupation of large tracts by
fraudulententry, has made a report fully

tlers against cattle

t

sustaining the settlers. Eight charges havebeen made against the Prairie Cattle Com-

pany, composed of Scotchmen. Tracts
of 100 square miles, twenty-fivesquare

miles, seventy-fivesquare

and
been

sixteen

miles,

squaft miles

have

illegally fenced in by that corporation.

companies havfr
fraudulently possessed themselves of nearly
6.000,000 acres of public lands in Colorado
alone within the last five years. In New
Mexico it is asserted that 90 per cent, of tho
lands held by the cattlemen have been illegally inclosed ; in Dakota 75 per cenS ore
fraudulent Investigation proves that ia
Arkansasthere have been 10 fraudulent entries, in Dakota 460, in Colorado 280 (emIt is believed that the cattle

bracing 2,800,000 acres), in New*
Mexico 827 (embracing 1,500,000
acres), in Minnesota 311, in Washington Territory 109, in Idaho 92, ia
Nebraska 170 (embracing 300,000 acres),in
Montana 24, in Wyoming 24 (embracing
250,000 acres), in Alabama 153, and in Kansas the fraudulent entries embrace 600,000
acres. Over 3,000 complaintsremain to
be investigated. A large percentage of
those who have made fraudulententries
and who We illegally inclosedthese targe
tracts of the public domain are English and
Scotch capitalists.

2

2

.

.

Indiana, Kansas, Nebraska, and Missouri

and

Jan. 12,1884;

FOREIGN.

fire

*:.

A meeting of the Executive Committee of

POLITICAL.

burned. The

^

Demoorats.

.

nicated from an open torch with which the
car was lighted to a quantity of gasoline
which
being carried
the
same car, causing an explosion."...
Evansville,Ind., was visited by a terrific
wind, rain, and hail storm, lasting over an
hour. The steamer Silverthorne, with
steam up, bad her chimneys blown over-

•

by

HI

five slightly

:

Members Given Leave to Choose Be-

show

The Hotel Newport at Asbury Pork,
N. J., was burned. All the guests,
125 iu number, escaped Some
had to abandon their trunks.,..

.

the accident: "At 11 o’clock last night the
train belonging to the Anglo-Americandrcus, Mr. Orton •proprietor, left Fort Collins
for Golden via the Greeley, Salt Lake
and Pacific Road. Forty minutes later,
when near Greeley, the sleeping-car,in
which seventy-fivemen, emplovedas roustabouts in the circus, were asleep, caught
fire and was wholly consumed. Ten men
perished and two more were seriouslyant

,v <;"

tween the Republicans and

Buffalo and New York 50 each, Chicago 41,
Cleveland 31 , Philadelphia 27, aud Detroit
Both lost.
The experimentof illuminating Penn- 19. In the American Association games,
Mrs. Crowd her and Mrs. Cormack had sylvania avenue with electriclight has not the Metrqphtan has won 56 games, Columa dispute about some work at O’Fallon, proved entirely satisfactory. The middle bus 53, Louisville 51, Cincinnati 50, St.
Louis 48, Baltimore 44, Athletic 43, aud
near Belleville,
Mrs. Crowdher struck of the street is brilliantly lighted. The
Brooklyn32. In ihe Union League games,
Total .............................
$414,541,952
Mrs. Cormac#with a steel file, inflicting a sidewalks are left in almost total darkness. St Louis has won 53, Boston 34, Pittsburgh
fatal wound. The murderess then retired
Available anoeta—
31, Baltimoreand Cincinnati 30 each, and
Cash in Treasury ....................$414,541,952
to her home, where she committedsuicide
Washington 23.
Bonds iasued to Pacific Railway
by cuttingher throat. . .The savings bank
Companies, interest payableby of Adrian, Mich., with $80,000 due to de
Congressionalnominations: J. C. Fitzi United States—
I
Principal
outstanding ............... $64,623,512
positors,has suspended payment.
gerald, Republican,Fifth Michigan Dis-

cn were badly scorched. A dispatch froril
Denver rives the following particulars of

; '.;•'

the

offered, is sojourning in the

in the Cook County Probate trict; I. L. Struble, Republican,Eleventh
Court at Chicago, after listening to the [owa; W. J. Stone, Democrat, Twelfth
medical and other testimony produced re- Missouri;Isaac Stephenson,Republican,
garding Mr. Wilbur F. Storey, proprietor Ninth Wisconsin; Thomas Rhodaes, Proof the Chicago Times, pronounced that hibitionistTwentiethOhio; H. G. Thayer
centleman insane. The court appointed (for long term), John W. Reynolds (for
Mr. Austin L. Patterson, the present busi- short term), Republicans, Thirteenth Indiness manager of the Times, conservator of ana; N. B. Eldredge, Greenbacker,Second
Michigan; E. Barksdale, Seventh, and O.R.
Mr. Storeys property.
A railroad car attached to a circus Singleton, Democrats, Fifth Mississippi;
W. C. Oates, Democrat, Third Alabama;
train caught fire near Greeley, Colo. SevenJoseph A. Scranton,Republican, Twelfth
ty-five men were sleeping in the car at the Pennsylvania.
time. Ten men perished, and severaloth
Prof. Kirk, Superintendent of Schools

T:

past, opposed all measures for the benefit of the
bacco, and during August the sales reached workingmen that would increasetheir pay or
shorten their hoars of labor, and at heart are
1,225,000 pounds. The leaves of the pkint for free trade, long hoars, cheap men ami
are unusually small this year, thus chang- women, and low wages,
Jiesohed, That we repudiate the effort now
nominated
the Republicans of ing the type of Virginia tobacco.
being made to commit the Labor partyto the^
China is not yet disposed to submit to support of a third-party candidate, and recomEighth Virginia District. R.
P. A. Morris was nominatedby the Re- French dictation. An order has been is- mend all workingmen to cast their votes for the
candidates of the regular party that in theif
publicansof the Sixth Virginia District, sued encouraging the Chinese troops to opinion best representstheir interests,as thfr
and R. M. Mayo by the Republicansof the
surest and best method of seenring speedy legfight bravely, and wanting the local authori- islationin the interestsof the working classes.
First Virginia District ..... Gov. Waller, of
ties to protect French non-combatants ____
Kesolved, That we recommend co-operation
Connecticut, Inis written to the Chairman
The
German
ship Marco Polo, from In each and every legislativedistrlot with one
of the State Democratic Committee declinBremen for New York, struck a rock off the
ing to be a candidate for re-election.
Scottish coast and was wrecked. Part of
er crew were rescued, but in a very ex- make our movement a class movement to wagewar upon other classes of society or upon cannsted condition.
didates of the Republicanor Democratic partyArkansas
voted for State and county
W. R. A Cabsey,
Lieut Greely received and accepted
W. 8. Wolf,
officers and members of the Legislature on
an invitationfrom Capt. Bedford Pirn to be
James A. Thompson,
John Cavanaoh,
Monday, Sept. 1. The returns indicatethe
present at the meeting of the British Assoa D. Lennon,
election of Simon P. Hughes, the DemoCommittoe on Legislation.
ciation at Montreal M. de Lessens the
It was urged by members of the commitFrench engineer,in a fetter from the French cratic candidate for Governor, by a majoriGeographical Society,congratulatesLieut ty of 40,000 or more. The Legislature tee that these efforts should be put 'forward in district and county organizations.
Greely on his success, and expresses sym- will be largely Democratic. The conpathy at the loss of his comrades. Com- stitutional amendment repudiating the

whose apprehension a reward has been

A JURY

’-

NATIONAL LABOR PARTY.

\

with the corresponding period in 1883
a decrease 24.7 per cent.

;

;

•

.

.

.

2

2

.

complete success of the operations against Oats— No. 2 ..................... .26 & .27
Detroit, nominatedDavid Preston, a wealthy
Rye ................................50 & .51
the forts along the Min River. The French
Detroit banker, for Governor.
Pork— Mens ......................18.00 @19.00
CINCINNATI.
The Republicans of the First North Caro- loss, he says, was ten killed, thirteen seri- Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .80 @ .81
ously and twenty-eightslightly wounded.
.53 (8 .55
lina District have nominated J. B. Respess
The Admiral commends the gallantryof his Oath— Mixed ..................... .28 $ .30
for Congress. Richard Bishop was nomi- officers and men.
@19.00
18.60
Pork— Mcm ............ ........
.07X0 .08
nated by the Democrats of the Fifth Illinois
The French missionaries have been offiDETROIT.
District;E. H. Bruddus was named by the
$ 6.00
cially expelled from Hoilg Kong. All of Flour .......................... 5.50
.83
Prohibitionists of the Eleventh Illinois
Wheat No 1 White ............. .84
.55
District;and James Keigwin was placed in the French residents have left Canton, and Corn -Mixed ................... .54
.26 $ .31
the field by the Republicans of the Third the militarycommanders have all received Oats-No. 2 Mixed .............. 18.50 @19.00
Pork— New Mens .................
orders to attack all French war ships and
Indiana District
INDIAN APOLia
.79
The Iowa Greenback State Convention merchant vessels which attempt to enter the Wheat-No. 2 Red, New ......... .77 & .63
Corn—
Mixed
....................
leading treaty ports, and those in port have
Oats— Mixed ....................24 (fli .25
was held at Des Moines, sixty-sixcounties
been ordered to depart at once.. '...The
EAST LIBERTY.
being representedby 810 delegates, and British Government has ordered 250,000 CATTLE-Boot ..............
6.25 $ 6.73
, Fair .....................6.75 $6.25
performedone-half of the proposed fusion pounds of Chicago compressed beef for
Common. ..........a.... 4.25 $ 4.75
act mapped out in advance by the Demo- the use of the troops of the proposedSonHook .............................6.25 $0.75
( v i Sheep ...............
cratic and Greenback State Central dan
3.7J $4.50
..

$
&
&

expedition.

Heavy Bank Robbery.
[St.

Paul (Minn.) special.]

The People’s Bant was most adroitly and
successfully robbed some time between
Saturday night and Monday morning.
Eddie Mason, a young fellow of St. Paul,
who has been in the bonk hardly six weeks,
and who went in to learn the business, has
disappeared. He is but 16 years old. Tho
robbery was not even suspected until Monday moraine, when upon opening the vault
and the inside safe it was discovered that between $5,000 and $10,000 had been stolen,
the exact sum not being learned. The outer vault-door and lock were all right, securely locked, and bearing no evidencee of
interference. Mr. Bittenhouse,cashier of
the bank, opened the vault, the inside doors,
and finally the inside safe before discovering that there was anything wrong. Then
the loss was apparent Nearly $10,000 was
missing. This was the first and only clew.

Nothing has yet been discoveredof the
whereaboutsof young Mason.

had a ghost that says “Hello!”

The

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

THEY ACCEPT.

HYDBOPHOBIA IN ALABAMA.

ghost inventor is not living np to his

—Several Alpena citizens have recently
Thirty-tw# Negroes, t Herd of Moles, The Standard-Bearers of the Prohibi- invested in a Colorado gold mine.
and Several Dogs Attacked with
An ingenious horticulturist of Phila— W. W. Carpenter lost a dry kiln costtionists Formally Notified of
the Dread Disease.
delphia, noticing that almost every
ing $l,60l), with 500,000 shingles, by fire at
Their Nomination.
hour in the day some plant bloomed,
Lather.

opportunities.

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

has constructed on this principal a
TRUK it it that only in the light flor,lolock composBll o( twenty.four
of history do we see a man’s real worth.
plants— one for every hour. At the
A Washingtonman, whose grandfather
top of the clock, at 12 o'clock, was
was once Assistant Secretary of the
placed the portulacca. At the hours
Treasury, had found, while rumaging
of 1, 2, and 3 he had diflerent varieties
among some old papers, a letter in
of the same plant, each of which bloomHenry Clay’s own handwriting,pried at the hour opposite to which it was
vately denying the campaign slander of
planted. At 4 o’clock the common
1845, that he played oar^8 on Sunday.
plant of that name was placed; at 5 the

[Eofaula (Ala.) telegram.]

How

People are

husband “nev; and as for board, he

er

owned

a bed

had

never paid for anything she

at 1 and 2 were cactus,

Nation’s Welfare Throngh the
People’s Homes.

the

snow

eaten thistle,and at 6 the dandelion.

since their marriage.”

St.

5

Dr. Schweinfurth, the celebrated

Bernard dogs are

religiously

African traveler, has arrived at Berlin

row, from Cbiro to make arrangements for
each with a tin dish before him contain- a tour though the Egyptian deserts,
ing his repast. Grace is said by one of which he intends to undertake next
trained. At meal time they

sit

in a

dogs sitting motionless
with bowed heads. Not one of them
stirs until the “amen" is spoken. If a
frisky puppy attempts to sample his
meal before grace is over one of the
older clogs growls and gently tugs his
the monks, the

•ear.

__

_

_

Government are

set forth by a

native journal, which explainswhy

English is preferred to Russian rule. It
says: “When the English first came into India they began to plunder the
country, but now they are satiated. If
the Russians now' come they must come
very hungry. The Hindoos are the intelligent race, and prefer a boa which
is satiatedto a hungry black snake,
although the former may be largest."

Robert Bonner,
Ledger,

is

now

of

the

winter, on the commission of the Beilin

Academy
purpose

of

of Science, mainly for the
trigonometricaland geomet-

rical surveys. On his

last

journey ol

exploration, which otfly lasted forty
days, his object was

the Labyrinth, or,

rather, its ruins, situated on the Mccris

The reasons for Hindoo loyalty to the
British

were telegraphed day before yesterday. Dr.
E. B. Johnson has just returnedfrom the
Doughtie plantation,where he had been
summoned to attend the sadden sickness.
He found thirty>twopersons sufferingwith
a disease which he at once pronounced to
be hydrophobiain a mild form. All ore
negroes. Three of them are very sickone in delirium and so low that the Doctoi
says he is liable to die at any time. Ovei
three weeks ago a hog bitten by a dog died on
Doughtie's plantation, and the carcass was
given to the negroes to make soap -grease.
Instead of using it for this purpose, however,
thirty-two negroes on the place and in its
vicinity ate fresh pork, with the result
stated. Mr. Doughtiesays that July 15 one
of his dogs went mad and bit a mule and
several hogs. Aug. 13 the first hog died
and was eaten by the negroes as stated.
Two more died Aug. 13, one on the 22dand
one on the 27th, and all were eaten except
the last, by which time the disease had appeeared. The mule first exhibited symp-

New York

sympaplay of “The

in a position to

jake, in

Western Fayum. On

his

way

hither he discovered the buried ruins

but without
any trace of inscription that might
serve to indicate its age and origin
As for his researches in the Labyrinth
of a very ancient 'temple,

itself, Dr.

Schweinfurth was led to con-

clusions which

do not altogether tally

work

with those set forth in the

of the

ately deceased Prof. Lepsius— “Den/t-

maler aus Egypten

und

Ethopien.”

M. Levasseur recently read to the
F

rench Academy of Science a report

upon the progress made in primary ed-

France during the
years. The annual ordinary
Bells,” whose tragic misery is so vividly
expenditure has increased during thal
portrayed by Irving on the stage. A
paragraph went abroad that Bonner period by 37 per cent. The number ol
primary schools has increased during
had presented a bell to a W estern

thize with Mathias, in the

ucation throughout
last five

church, and since then lettershave been
pouring in asking for

bells, bells, bells,

every impecunious churc
the country. At least there are
bells for

>

in

10i>

.applications for bells, by actual count
-on file in the Ledger office.

the five years from 71,547 to 75,035, the

increase be:ng chiefly in public and
lay schools. The

number

of

pupils in

the public and free schools has risen
from 4,716,635 in 1876-1877 to 5,341,211
in 1881-82,

and of this latter total 4,-

359,250 were students in the public

A young couple in Oconee, Georgia, schools. The progress in public eduspent the first week of their honey- cation has been entirely confined to

moon

They killed
,120 and salted them. The cook’s adin rabbit-hunting.

vice about first catching the rabbit,

the lay schools, which have gained 584,-

098 students since 1878, while the public religious

marriage. But they are a sensible pair
who get down to catching him as soon
after marriage as the Oconee young
people did, instead of going to the
Niagara Falls and making an assignment in favor of the

creased by 140,337 students,while the
lay free schools have lost 44,007.

number

of pupils in

The

and the Sheriffclaims he eats off the same
cut.
— J. L.

A Prohibitioncamp meeting, to
days,

is

in progress at

a grove two

the

last five

circuit grounds,

miles from this village. The

his machine shop

and damage to

his

foundry.

—Col, Phelps, a venerable citizen of
movement are in attendance. An audi- Fairfield, was driven to suicide by the apence of 3,000 is in attendance.The exerpearance of bis wife on the streets in a concises this morning opened with music and
prayer, after which Prof. Dickey, Chair- dition of intoxication.
man of the Notification Committee,ad—The Adrian Record is dead. It was a
dressed the candidates, John P. St John
good local paper, but tho publishers say
and William Daniel, as follows:
Gentlemen: I am to speak for the commit- that it did not pay, and for that reason they
tee repieseutlnghere to-day the national con- were compelled to succumb.
bition

of madness on the nineteenthday
after being bitten. Eleven days after the
first hog was eaten ten fit the parties were
taken sick. Two days ago another dog was
discoveredto be mad and was killed after
having bitten another mule. The first dog
that went mad disappeared, and the whole
neighborhood is in terror lest he went
among the stock — cattleand hogs— throughout the county before dying, if ho is yet
»

veution of the Prohibitionparty, recently in
session at Pittsburgh. In harmony with political usages, and In keeping with the dignity and
Importance of the high position in which wo
shall endeavor to place you, we are here for the
purpose of notifying you, In this officialand
formal manner, of yonr selectionas candidates of the National Prohibition party
for the positions respectivelyof President
and Vice President of the United States.
The convention which thus honored itself
by so wise selections was no ordinary
gathering.Mon were there bowed nnder the
weight of many years, who a generation ago met
in the same hall to organize for victory In what
soemed to some a hopeless oanse, the battle
againstthat other slavery. Young men were
there with the ardor of youth and the devotion
of heroes; women were there -Frances Willard
and Mary Woodbridge, and Mrs. Burt and Mary
Lathrop and Esther Hugh -representatives
of
the best brain and heart of American womanhood. It was a conventionqf earnest men and
pure women, who were there to express the opinion that the Governmentought to be a govern:
ment of tho people and by the people, and not a
government of the saloon and by tho saloon and

—Slate taken from the

Silver River

prop-

L'Anse is being tried as a paint,
being ground and mixed with oil. It is

erty near

make a

said to

very durable and

fine

mixture.

—The shipments of lumber from Ludiugtou this season, it is estimated,will fall
fully 18 or 20 per cent, short of those of last
year,

owing to the small amount of logs

gotten out on Pere MarquetteRiver.

—QuartermasterGeneral Shakespeare has

a check from the United States
Government to pay a long-pendingclaim of

received

tho State militia for arms furnished during
the war. The check was for nearly $32,000.

A few days ago when the symptoms broke
—At East Saginaw there is now a curiosout in a mule, Mr. Doughtierode out, at the
or the saloon.
request of a field hand, to inspect the conIt was a convention representinga powerful ity in the shape of the smallest child in the
dition of the animal. On reaching the constituency from all parts of our land, a con- world. Its mother. Mrs. Tobitha Hill, is a
pasture where a dozen mules were the ani- stituency composed of citizens grown tired of
spccttaoleof two old political iiartics rivaling hard-workingwoman of rather delicate conmal Mr. Doughtie was riding neighed, the
each other
othe In their eagerness to serve the liquor
stitution. The child at birth weighed scarcewhich attracted the attention of the other traffic, golr
ng down upon their faces In the dust
animals, and the sick one particularly, before the Moloch of men, and crying out, in the ly a pound, but now. at the age of 2 months,
which immediately rushed on the mule and 'anguageof Hcripture: “Am I not thine ass upon
which thou hast ridden?" I need not assure yon is healthy and thriving.An effort has alrider and seized the saddle of the animal
the Prohibition party will give you a most ready been made to steal it, at the instance
with his teeth. Mr. Doughtie dismounted ardent support. We may not succeedin electing
and succeededin loosening the mad mule's you to the high positions for which you have of some showman, it is surmised.
hold, but no sooner was this done than the been named, but wo shall enjoy the proud
—Mrs. E. H. Turner, of Quincy, 111.,
satisfaction of knowing that our candidates
influriatedbeast turned upon his owner, were the only candidates, and our party was the
and
Misses Teresa Herman and Mario Herwho fled for his life, pursued by the mule. only party, that ought to have succeeded.
And now, gentlemen, in the name of the mau, of Springfield,III., recentlycaptured
There was a desperate race of a quarter of
manhood and the pnrest womanhood oi
a mile through undergrowth, and Mr. noblest
America,T invoke the blessing of Almighty God a fine buck weighing 180 pounds, in the
Doughtie only saved himself by dodg- to rest upon yon, and may that divine power
waters of Long Lake, near Alpena. The
ing around saplings.A small stretchof which rules and overrules in the affairs of naladies, who were members of a party of
tions
and
of
men
vouchsafe
unto
yon
snch
clearingintervened between the woods and
measure of strength, and courage, and wisdom
the house, and the terrified man took a life as shall enable yon to bear well tho burdens enmpers-out, were rowing on the lake, and
and death chonoe on making it. Before which thr NationalProhibitionparty, with su- found the deer as he was taking a swim,
leaving the woods the mule had bitten a preme coDtldence, now lays upon you.
and kindly took him in out of the wet.
Gov. St. John repliedas follows:
piece of Mr. Doughtie'scoat, and, while
Hr
Chairman
and
Members
of Committee:
maneuvering around the tree, the animal
—Alfred Coffman, of Marquette, was last
In receiving bis formal notice of my nominabit himself savagely in several places,teartion for the highest office within the gilt ef the
March the recipient of a large legacy and
ing oufoa mouthful of flesh each time. The people by the nationalconvention of the Pro
a hack pension of $3,000. He has since
race for the house was a close one, and just nlbltlon party, permit me, notwithstandingthe
distinction was neither sought nor desired by been steadily in an intoxicated condition.
as Mr. Doughtie reached the top of the
me, to assmo you, in view of the unanimity
fence the mule overtook him on a dead with which It was given, of my high appreciation Of late he has been hunting at Antrian, a
run, but instead of reaching his victim, of the great honor it confers. There are more place twenty-sevenmiles from Marquette,
struck his head against a fence-post in a politicalparties In the field to-day than there
are political Issues. Upon the great question it
and while traveling thither with his wife,
wild rush and was knocked senseless. The to what shall be done with the traffic of Intoximule was afterwardkilled by Mr. Dough
cating liquors as a beverage, both the Demo- he suddenly sprang from his seat, drew his
tie. It is now reported that the whole herd cratic and Republicanparries are united In favtr rifle and shot her dead. He is now in jail
of making the traffic permanent, while the Pr»
of mules are affected, and will doubtless
bibitlonlstsdemand that it be foreverplaced at Marqpette.
spread the disease among other animals in nnder tho condemnation of the laws of the land
—The Michigan Central Road, in connecthe neighborhood. The community is at a Thus an issne Is clearly made, and I think it the
only one to-day that really reaches the heart
loss how to arrest the disease.
tion with the Canadian Pacific, has opened
d conscience of the citizens. Upon this
for passengertraffic a new through line
t

THE WHEAT YIELD.
A

!

from Chicago, via St. Thomas, Toronto,

Final Estimate as to the Crop of the

abuse and scandalwho have nothing better to
uphold their cause. The Prohibitionparty Is
not organizing as a mere threat or menace. It

United States-A Total Production

lL^'C\“4;rnP-\dlyti“8eT“if

of 530,000,000 Bushels.

the infant schools

and Ottawa,
It is

to Montreal

and the seaboard.

composed of the Michigan Central
Thomni, the Ontario

the age; an evil that the old parties , Division of the Canadian Pacific from St
dare not attack, but against whlcn the
young party of the people, in defense Thomas to Smith’s Falls, and the Eastern

homes of the nation, has enteredupon a Division of tho Canadian Pacific from
warfarethat shall never cease so long as the flag
of our country waves Its protectingfolds over Smith's Falls to Montreal. This is the onfrom 532,077 to 044,334.
figures as a final estimate of the wheat crop legalized dram-shops.In this struggle let us ly line running by way of Ottawa, Can.
ever rememt>erwe are accountableto God; that
/
duty to Him Is paramount to our allegiance
The Washington Capital prints tho of the United States for 1884. • The figures our
to any polUlcI party; that political tl« will ! „ ~A
are
based on official reports made within a never In His sight excuse a ballot for any party ; living a few miles west of Brady Lake, MeA certain memA curious Chinese superstition was followinggood story
few days by the State Agricultural Depart- thut does not stand up fearlessly for the right.
ber of the Cabinet has a boy whose ments and Statistical Agents of the differ- The homo will have nothing to fear if the peo- costa County, has a family that for size will
.exhibited in San Francisco the othe
discount anything in the pine regions. He
-day. A Chinaman drove down to th saying and doing would make as inter- ent States and Territories. The report ple vote as they pray.
Mr. Daniel followed, and said:
shows
that
the
total
production
of
winter
was married in his early years, and the re'wharf in an express wagon, jumped ou esting a book as “Helen’s Babies,” or
wheat is 380, 001),000 bushels, and the total Mr. Chairman and members of the oemmittee: sult of the nnion was eleven children. He
I am profoundlygratified for the honor conAldrich’s “Story of a Bad Boy." He
tand went through a sort of gymnasti
of spring wheat is 150,000,000 bushels; ferred upon me by selecting me aa one of the
isn’t
a
bad
boy,
however,
but
is
uncomperformance, and then, going to the vt total winter and spring, 530,000,000 standard bearers of tills great reform move- was left a widower, but in due time gladbushels. This makes the total yield of ment. 1 accept the nomination for tho office of dened his disconsolateheart by marryinga
monly
bright;
too
bright
for
comfort,
hide, grabbed a big turtle, which lie
the country fully 25,000,000 bushels more Vice President, and expect to do so more formally widow who was herself the mother of
by letter hereafter, knowing well that It is one
•threw into the water. This operation often, and he keeps his parents in a
than ever before produced, 130,000,000 of responsibility and Involving no little of per- eleven children. Since then he has been
was repeated four times, when the C !- constantstate of apprehension lest his more than last year’s crop, and 80,000,000 sonal sacrifice;and I appreciate this honor not
merely as a personal one but as a token of the blessed with eleven more, making thirtylestialgot into his wagon and drove i p precociousuessmay involve them in hot more than the average crop for the last five
appreciation by the convention of the earnest, three in all who owe paternal allegiance to
years.
Tho
departments
all agree in resolid prohibitionwork that has been done in
^ town
again. It was learned in inquii y water. His father had been very much
porting the qualityas superior, and, where my native Btate of Marylandwithin the few
-that the turtle carried with them in o annoyed at the number of office-seekers it has been thrashed, they say the yield has years past. I also appreciateIt as an indlHealth in Michigan.
the depths the sins of all the Chine.1 e who called at the house, and made it a more than met their calculations. This ap- cation and desire of ont brethren of the great
North and West to obliterateall sectional party
Reportsto the Btate Board of Health, Lansing,
plies
especially
to
the
spring
wheat
sections
lines and build up a grand Union party com-who had contributedmoney to the fuEjd rule and refused to see them there on
of Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, and posed of the best elements on both sides of the by observers In different parts of the State show
jofficial business. Everyone was told
•of a certain society.
Wisconsin. The quality of spring wheat line in array against the worst, the represents- the diseases which caused most sickness in
that he must call at the department was never better. The spring wheat har- tives of protection to homes warring against the Michigan during the week ending Aug. 23, 18R4,
saloons. This disposition Is the more clearly
Algeria bids fair to become a grei t during office hours. The youngster ob- vest has been late, but the weather has been evincedfrom the foot that I am the first person as follows. Number of observers heard from, 51:
wine-producingcounty, for the area served his father’sannoyance, and heard most favorable,and grain is being cared for selected since the war from a Bonthern State as
in excellent condition. The following a candidate for a national position, and I trust
.of its vineyards is increasingannuall r, his admonitions to some of the callers,
this action Will be the harbingerof that reign of
fignres ore given as to spring wheat:
harmony, good-will,and unity throughout the
In 1850 there were but 1,980 acres' f whereupon a brilliant idea atruck him,
Bushels.!
Bushels. land which a poet has d Scribed as
Diseases in Order of Greatest
Minnesota....4 1,000,000;Wisconsin....21,000,000
Area of Prevalence.
The nnlon of lakes, the union of lands,
-vines in Algeria; in 1877 there weie which he proceeded to carry into ef- Iowa ..........
The union of States none oan sever;
83,520 acres. The area is now aboi t fect, and the next evening when he re- Nebraska. .... Sl.ooo.ooOjTotslspring
The nnlon of hearts, the nnlon of hands,
Dakota ....... 25,ooo,oool wheat .......iso.ooo.ooo
And the flag of our Union forever.
5o[oOO acres, with a production of 35( ,- turned he found a large piece of cardThe following is the winter-wheatesti- Whatever may be the result of this effort, so far 1 Diarrhea .................. 92
88
2 Consumption of lungs...
57
71
as the precise number of votes polled Is con000 hectolitresof wine per annum. 3 L board tied to tho front gate, upon which mate:
3 Rheumatism ..............
61
69
Bushels.)
Bushels. cerned, I believethe agitation will be of ImLeroy-Beaulieu, in his recent book >f was inscribed in childish penmanship : Kansas ....... 48,000,000! New Jersey... 2,000,000 mense advantage to the cause and the country; 4 Intermittent fever ........ 61
76
5 Neuralgia .................
63
67
I believe the result will be to rivet the earnest,
colonization among the Arab tribe), “Notis— All who want offices don’t come California. . 45,ooo,ooo] Utah ......... 2,000.000 thoughtfulattentionof the Americanpeople CDyaentery ................ 47
43
Ohio. ......... 35,200,000Arkansas ..... 1,600,000
7: Choleramorbus ...........
49
45
upon this liquor traffic, this giganticcrime of
:§ays that should the immunity fro: i here. Go to the Hon.
at the Indiana ...... 36,000,000Alabama. ..... 1,500,000
8
Bronchitis
................
45
47
so
as
canse
the
speedy
adoption
of
crimes,
so
aa
to
---------.
.
.
Missouri. ..... 83,000,000Delaware ..... 1,000,000
pbylloxer which Algeria has hithe
39
Department"The father examined Illinois ....... 33,000, ooo,New Mexico.. 1,000,000 snob measures as will greatlyhasten its over- 9, CholeraInfantum ........ 39
37
45
Michigan ..... 22,6<K>,ooolMontana..... 1,000,000 throw. The dntyof the hoar is to crystallize ICjRemittentfever ..........
-enjoyed continue, it would not be
the placard in close study for a few Pennsylvania 22,500, ooo ldaho ........ 1,000,000 and organizeprohibitionsentiment. We have liTonsilltls ................. 37
35
entered into political action, and thus 12 Influenza.................
85
22
prising if in ten years’ tune there wer
moments, And could not help blessing Oregon ....... 15,000,000|Ma1ne......... 500.000 already
31
New York.... 13 jwo.ooo) Arizona ....... 500.000 having a standard to which we oan rally, we 13 Erysipelas ................ 29
from 375,000 to 500,000 acres of vin
fever .....
25
16
500.000 hall more rapidlyform whatever else of senti- 14lTvDho-malarial
the boy; but he took out his pocket- Kentucky .... 12,OjO,000(Mi88Usipl. .
25
29
500.000 ment that may be needed than in any other 15 Inflammation of bowels..
Maryland .... 8,000,000, Vermont..
.
• yard in the country, with an Rnn
knife and cut the cord, and tucked the
1G
Whoopi
22
24
Tennessee.... 9,000,000 N. Hampshire 200.000 way. I have to say in conclusion that I shall Id Whooping cough .........
20
12
production of 150,000,000to 175,000, placard nnder his coat carried it into Virginia ...... 7,000,000Nevada.'...... 200,000 do all in my power now and henceforthto bear I7i Diphtheria .......
onward
this
Prohibition
standard.
1H
Inflammation
of
kidneys.
16
22
Wyoming....
200,000
N. Carolina.. 5.000,000
.
19:
Bear
let
fever
..............
000 gallons.
14
16
The
following
was
the
Committee
of
Nothe house as a precious memento.
Texas ........5, ooo.oooConnecticut,.
48,000
12
10
25,000 tification: Prof. Samuel Dickey, of Mich- 20'Typboldfever (enteriai...
W. Virginia- • 4,000,000 Massachusets
21Ccrebro spinal meningitis
10
25.000
12
Georgia ...... 4. 000.000! Louisiana....
igan,
Chairman;
Judge
James
Black,
PennAn alleged ghost that wakes the
22 Puerperalfever ...........
10
6
10.000
0001 Florida .......
Conjugal Affection.
Washington. 4.
10
10
1,000 ylvania; Prof. A. A. Hopkins, New York; 23 Pneumonia ............
Colorado ...... 8.000.000 Rhode Island.
stillness of the night with cries of “Oh,
Some husbands are always too solici- 8. Carolina. . 2.000.000
8
12
D. Shelton, Kansas; the Rev. John Rus- 24 Inflammation of brain.
25 'Membraneous croup. .
6
6
880,000,000
bo!" is wandering around in the vicinity tous about the health of their wives.
»eeeeee*e
Total winter.,
sell, Michigan; Miss Frances Willard, Illinois;
the
Hon.
S. D. Hastings, Wisconsin;
of Fresh Pom1, Long Island, frightening While walking on Austin Avenue, Mrs.
For
the
week
ending
Aug.
23,
1884,
the
reports
Total winter and spring ........... 530,000,000
George R. Scott, New York; Miss Mary Indicatethat consumption, typho'malarlalfe]the people greatly. It is thought to Duzenbury stopped in front of the
Woodbridge,Ohio; the Hon. J. T. Turner, ver and rhenmatlMn Increased, and that Intershow
window
of a millinery store, and
Train Bobbers Foiled In Texas.
mittent fever and remittentfever decreased in.
be the ghost of Mrs. MoCormick’sdis
of
,
area of prevalence.
exclaimed :
The Mexican Central pay-car, which ar. carded lover.
Who Mrs. McCormick “What a beautiful assortment of rived here, yesterday evening was attacked by
At the Btate capitalthe prevailingwinds
during the week ending Aug. 23 were southis does not make any difference. But
THIS
AND
THAT.
robbers
at
Lerdo,
500
miles
south.
A
stone
hats!" *
west; and. comparedwith the precedingweek,
the temperature was higher, the relative and
the peculiar cry of the Long Island
“Come on quick, Louira. You will was thrown into th$ train, supposedly to stop
Norway is the only place in Europe the absolute hnmldity and the day ozone less,
ghost suggests that, though the tele- catch cold and die, if yon stand still on it, when a great number of horsemen
and the night ozone the same.
were seen riding slowly on the track where ice water is placed in the railway
Including report*by regular observers and
phone has been in existence several that grating after yon have been walk- ahead. The train had a guard of twenty cars.
others, diphtheriawas reportedpresentdaring
ing so fash I can’t let yon take snch
the week ending Aog. 23, and since,at 12 ptaoes.
yean and notwithstanding it has parmen armed with Winchesters, and they imIt has been discoveredthat many of namely, Atmada, Alpena, Birmingham, Detroit,
risks,” said the careful, affectionate
mediately prepared for an attack, but the
ticipated domestic tragedies and brok
London’s famous meat pies are made of the Kast Saginaw, Kalamazoo, Monroe, Northvllle,
husband; and before Mrs. Duzenbury
robbers seeing them fled. The Pullman
Pontiac. Bt nton, HnmmlWBonth Haven; scar.
. en down many nervous constitutions by
could decide what kind of a bonnet to car headquarters, fit Paso del Norte, across flesh of dead
let fever at 9 places. Armada Bridgeton.Claythe effort to find out what the party at select,she was hurried past the danger- the
___________
A Georgia man killed his sweetheart ton. Cadillac,Detroit.Grand Rapids, K-lamazoo,
river from here, was robbed last^night
Bwartz Creek, Band Beach; measlesat Detroit
The loss has not been ascertained.It con- find then poisoned the melon patch in order
4he other end is saying, we have not ous spot— Texas Siftings.
Hxxbt B. Baker, Secretary.
sisted of money and Pullman supplies. 1 to get rid of the nat of the family.
has increasedduring the same period

of the

[Milwaukee dispatch.]

S. W. Tallmadge presents

the following

hackman.

“P16

:

1

Jackson, of Saginaw City, suf-

fered a loss of $25,000 by the burning of

principal leaders and speakers of the Prohi-

ms

schools have lost 208,514.

which is applied to so many undertak- But in the free schools the reverse has
ing in life, does not seem to apply to happened, the religious ones having in-

Prisoners claim they are fed on bod meat,

[Cuba (N. Y.) special.]

to:

dead.

—There is a kick in tho Saginaw Jail.

for the

hydrophobia on the plantation of Punch
Doughtie, the freaks of whose mad mule

common

the

at' 3

salsify,at 4 the chicory, at

John Says His Party Works

over the wholesale spread of pronounced

A man in Edwards, N. Y., recently garden nictago came out, at 6 the geraadvertisedthat as his wife had “left his nium triste, and and at 7 the evening
-bed and board,” he would not bo re- primrose. At 8 o’clock he had the bona
sponsible for any debts she might con- nox, at 9 the silence noctiflora,at 10 a
tract. In the next issue of the paper cactus, at 11 another kind/and at 12
Appeared a counterblast signed by the the night-bloomingcereus. The plants
wife, declaringthat her

greatly excited in this lection St.

;

i

him.

1

_

|

;

State.

State.

32,000,000 ----

State.

State.

. .

--

.

.

.

"

.

.

.

.

'

1

.

000.

.

.

Alabama.

_

__ _

horses.

’

“7™.

WILLIAM

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

Saturday, September
For toe Holland UUy

6, ’84.

______________

_

when

Hams Prepared Paint

______

eaday, 7:S0
o’clock,p. in.; the 28d day of September, 1884. bo
fixed for the Conunon Council and the hoard of
asseasonto moot at the Oouncll rooms to review
thu aasesment, and the city clerk la hereby Instructod to came notice thereofto be pnbliBhed
two weeks In the Holland Citt Nawa.— Adopted.

___

.

chalk off, and

will not crack, flake or

will

cover more surface, work belter, wear
longer and permanentlylook better,than has just received a large stock #f the latest
styles of Ladies’ aud Gentlemen’s
any other paint, including white lead and
Kbemkrs & Bangs.
oil.

Mws:

Harrison, Dak., August

wvn

1884.

25,

Mr. Editor:— Please find

enclosed

$1.50, the next year’s subscription to your

Special Assessor’s Noticed

Bireeu oovwweu nivor nuu iuuimi
city of Holland, had boon published one ----tra, and that no objections thereto had been filed
In the city clerk’s office.

—

Holland,

City op
Clerk’s Office, Sept.

2,

The Holland

Colony

among which

Blank Books.

are the celebrated

oia AH/S,

Van

we

m

Van

r:

advantage.We really pity many of the
people in and around Holland, who must
work hard and
respect to

live

make

economicallyin every

both ends

as long as they live, if they

meet and
remain

that

at their

present place, while if they emigrate to
Dakota, they might, within a few years,
secure

ah Independence of living. They

certainly would be filled with the hope of

whieh is worth more to
man than all other advantages
which he can enumerate against the dis-

future prospects,
an energetic

none.

SHOES.

De

fitted and will be,
nlflceut of

.

i

Isaac

Thompson. Public Schools

And Foreign and Domestic

Fruits,

Cream Parlors arc being re
when completed, the most mag

Onr handsome loo

Hope

©l the

On motion of Aid. Rose—
Rudved, That the board of assessors of the city city of Holland. Phebe A. Fisher, Hubregt
Holland are
to forthwith make Van Norden, Joos De Koeyer, Mrs. Jan
off Hollanu
-v hereby Instructed
----- -----------------a special assessment roll for Eleventhstreet spec- Visscher, Exavior
Sutton, John
ial etroet assessment district,to defray the exDuursema,
R.
E.
Werkman,
Martlnus
pense of Improving, grading and graveling of said
Jonkman, Antonie Baert, Cornells Zwemer,
part of said street as aforesaid.—Adopted.
The board of assessors reportedspecial assess- Leurd C. Cats, Pieter De Vries, Methodist
ment roll for the Improvinggrading and graveling Episcopal Church, Marinas Mulder,
of Eleventhstreet, between River street and the
Maarten Kleyn, Pieter Gunst, Jan Derks,
center of Maple streeL— Accepted.
James Huntley,Evert Takken, Wm. H.
On motion of Aid. Rose- rrDemming, Hope Reformed Church, Heirs
Rtsolved,That the specialassessmentroll for the
Improving,grading and gravelingof Eleventh of J. 0. Bakker, J*c©b Van Putten, John
street, between the west side of River street and
Elferdink,Jacob Knlte, L. D. Vissers,
the center of Maple street, as reported by the David L. Boyd, Simon Schmid, Anton

—

GROVER HAND SE1ED

Repairing neatly and promptly

F.

any in the city.

Cool and refreshingSoda Water drawn from the
finest equipped fountainin the city can be obtained at my store.

done.

-

ME A CALL.

GIVE

a: f.

CALL
NO.

46,

Holland, Mich., May

m

15-lm

EIGHTH STREET.
1881

18,

DDREN, W. VAN

/

Farmers and

.

DER VEERE.

Woodsmen.

trials of a

7

City

slooter,

1884.

ATTENTION
E.HEROLD

—

15,

SEE US

Holland,Mich., March

.....
---- lOo^--,,
board of assessors to
tho Common
Council on the
day of September, 1884, beflled In the clerk’s Seif, Cornelius Verschure, Teeke Berkom- G. J. VAN
new settlement, 2nd
office and numbered, and that Tuesday,at :30 pas, Leendert Mulder, Estate of J.
If any are inclined to consider and com- o’clock p. m., the 23d day of September,1884, be Palingdood, Johannes De Weord, John
fixed for the Common Council and the board of
pare the prospects there and here, we refer aseeieors to meet at the Common Connell rooms Bergman, Schelte Holkobeer, Daniel
Bertsch, Anton Seif, City of Holland, and
them for correspondenceto F. LeCocq, Jr., to review the assessment,and the city clerk U
hereby Instructed to cause notice thereof to be persons unknown. You and each of you
published two weeks Uuhe Holland City News.
Harrison, Douglas Co., Da.

advantagesand

Confectionery,

[

On motion

The

DEALER IN

1884. fr-

To.the Chicago and Michigan Lake
of Aid. WerkmanJlaolced, That the improvement of Eleventh Shore Rallread, E. J. Harrington,Michael
here Is progressing.
crops arc fine street, lying between River street and the center Seery, Cs.
Dommelen. Gerrlt J.
of Maple street in the city of Holland, be ard the
and
teel encouraged more than ever. same is hereby ordered in accordance with the res- Jacobs, G.’ J. Kroon, Tennis Keppel, Mrs.
Persuade the people to emigrate to this olution of the Common Council,August 8, 1884. R. Pieters, R. Kanlers, First Reformed
That tho plans,profile No. 3, diagrams and esti- Church, Mrs. S. L. Alcott, Arne Vennema,
fine district. If any have an idea of im- mates for said improvement submittedby the city
Beruardus Wynhoff, K. Schaddoleo,John
surveyor and depositedwith the city clerk for
proving their condition and seeking a public examinationbe and the same are hereby
Laudegend,
College, Cs.
home for their sons there is no place east adopted.— Which said resolution was adopted by Lepeltak, Cornells Doesburg, . Arentze
the following yeas and naya: Yeas, Ter Vree, Meenges, CornellUR
Jong, Dirkje
of Dakota where this can bo done to more Rose, Burgess, Werkman, Nyland and Boyd.
Hofman, Pieter De Kraker, George Metz,
Nays,
- ’

valuable paper.

^QOTS & SHOES

(Successor to L. T. Kantors,)

Meat Market,

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

are hereby notified that a special assess—Adopted.
ment roll, for the graveling of Tenth street
On motion of Aid. Rosespecialstreet assessment district, has been
A. STEGEMAN.
& CO., Props
RtJtolwd,that tho city surveyorforthwith make
and report to the Common Council an estimate reported by the Board of Assessors to the
Elm Stave Bolts, 33 Inches long.
for the graveling of Cedar streetspecial street as- Common Council of the city of Holland,
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
ipmciAL.]
sessmentdistrict.—Adopted.
Having lately re-opened the “CitylMeat Market’
and filed in this office, and that the
in the
Ward,
wo
kindly
invite the citizens Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long
'
i First
Fit
Council adjourned.
Common CouncilCommon Council has fixed upon the 23rd of this city to give us a "call.’’
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
GEO. H. SIPP. tttv Clerk.
day of Sept., A. D. 1884, at 7:30 o’clock,
We intend to keep our marketsnppliedwith the Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
Holland, Mich., September 2, 1884.
p. m., at the Common Council room, in best aud choicest meats that^can be procured.
For making contracts or further inFor Earache,Toothache, Sore Throat,
The Common Council met in regular session,
said city, os the time and place when and
and was called to order by the Mayor.
formation apply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
Swelled Neck, and the results of colds and where they will meet with the said Board
Members present: Mayor Beach, Aid. Ter Vree,
ED. VER SCHURE, Supt.
We make
Rose, Beukema, Burgess, Werkmau, Nyland, inflammation,use Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric of Assessors to review said roll.
By order of the CoequiodCouncil,
or to G. Yan Putten & Sons’ store.
Boyd and the clerk.
Oil— the great pain destroyer.
GEO. H. SIPP, Oily Clerk.
Readingof the minutesdispensed with.
rimioxs AND ACCOUNTS.
and can assure onr patrons that the Lardpnr
Chur oh Items with the Sendees for
ted of ns, is perfectly pare and of fine qaality.
E. J. Harrington, and five others,property ownchased
To-morrow.
Tc
ers on Cedar street, between Eighth and Ninth
G. J. VAN DUREN & CO.
First
Reformed
Church,
Rev.
N.
M.
streets, petittonod that when the grade is comHoixand, Mich., Feb. 15. 1883.
Is going on in the stock of
pleted on said part of said streettho sidewalks be Stefi'ens, Pastor. Services at 9:39 a. in.,
relaid four luenes above grade, Instead of nine
and 2 p. m. Sunday Sohool 3 :30. Weekly
inches.— Granted.
Notice.
The clerk presented the following petition:
prayer meeting with the Third Re- STATE OP MICHIGAN, I
[TAWA. ,f
County or Ottawa.
To Ou HonorableMayor and Common Council of
formed Church, on Thursday, at 7:30.
at the store of
At a session of the Probate Court of the County
the City qf Holland:
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate office, in the
The North River Street
Gkntlembn:—The undersignedwishes to call Subject: Morning, “The courage of a City of Grand Haven In said County,on Saturday,
the attention of the Connell to the fact, that the
Godfearing man. The pulpit will be oc- the twenty-third day of August, in the year one
grading of that part of Cedar street, lying between
thousand eight hundred ana elghty-fonr. Present:
Seventhand Eighth streets is an obstruction to cupied by Rev. Daniel Van Pelt in the
Samuel L. Tate, J udge of Probate . In the matter
the passage of water running through the gutters
of the estate of Henry Niemorer, deceased. On
along Eighth street, from Market up to the corner alternoon.
is still alive, and is ready to make yon a good Q
reading and filing the petition of Reinder E.
of Cedar street, into Cedar street, to seek an outWerkman, administrator
of said estate, praying
Hope
Reformed
. Church— Services at
let from thence north to the river or marsh : As a
th»t he may be empoweredand licensedto sell
property owner on the corner of Eighth and Ce- 10:30 a. m., and 7 :30 p. m. Sunday school
Dress Goods, Table Linens,
.......
certain real estate in »said petition described,
for
dar streets,who will be greatly damaged in the
the purposes thereinset forth. Thereupon It Is
near course of time if no outlet for said water Is at 12 m. Preaching by Rev. D. Van Pelt,
Skirts, Hosiery,
Goods,
ordered, that Monday, the sixth day of October
or toj clean and renovate your old and soiled
provided, I wonld petitionand request your honnext, at one o’clock in the afternoon, be assigned
garments.
orable boidy to have a sewer laid through Cedar of East New York, Long Island. CongreEtc., in endless variety.
for the bearing of said petition,and that the biers
street to the swamp north. And your petitioner gational singing. Opening anthems by
at law of the said deceased, and all other persons
will ever
Jacobus Van dbn Bergk.
InterestedIn said estate,are required to appear at
the choir. All are welcome.
—Laid upon the table.
A fall and complete line of
a session of said Court, then to bo holden at the
Neatly !
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D. Probate office, in Grand Havenriusaid Connty,
The following bills were presentedfor payment:
P. H McBride, salary as city attorney....!
12 50 Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m., and and show cause, if any there be, why the prayer and at reasonable prices. Come and convince
C.Verdchnre,
treasurer...22 92 2 p. m. Sunday School at S:45 p. m. of the petitionershould not be granted : And it Is
yourself.
Ed. Vanpell,
“marshal.... 25 00 Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80. farther ordered that said petitionergive notice to
the persons Interested In said estate of the penHolland, Mich., Feb. 29, 1884.
Geo. H. Sipp, ..... clerk ....... 29 16
always on hand.
Geo. H. Slpp,
“ poordlrect’r 13 33 The services will be conducted by the dencf of said petition and the hearing thereof,by
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
in
the
R. E. Werkman, 26 cords wood ........... 82 50 pastor.
Holland City News, a newspaper printedand
25
TelephoneCo .............................
Encyclopaedia Britannica!
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— circulatedIn said County of Ottawa,for three suc8 00
P. Boot, 1# days board of assessors.......
I have the agency in this city
3 06 Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun- cessive weeks previous to said day ol hearing.
[AMERICAN REPRINT.]
G. J. Van Duren.
.......
A
true
copy,
(Attest.)
SAMUEL
L.
TATE,
350
Geo, H. Sipp,
.......
for the celebrated
day school at 3:45. Subjects:' Morning,
. Judge of Probate.
J. De Spclder, hauling slabs .............. 7 00
1H ABOUT’ 21 IMPERIAL 8T0 VOLOMES.
‘The necessity for and the capability of
4 95
J. W. Bosman, 2 rubber coats for fire dept
825 the baptism of children.” Afternoon,
John A. Roost,
of
The EncyclopediaBritannica,edited by Prof.
1 75
Am. Ex. Co., freighton hose and pipes. .
Apostacy and the son of perdition signs
Thomas SpencerBaynes,LL. D.. with the asOffice of the Sec. of Board of School Exam- 1
Michigan Pipe Co., suction pipe .......... 552 28
coming
Christ.”
Evening,
“The
sistanceof the most dlMlnc-nlshed
writers
of
the
Inere
of Ottawa
>
Holland City Bank, interest and express
Nnnlca, Mich.. July 22, 1884. |
thronghontthe English speaking world, is acon bonds ...... ..........................196 60 gathering of ~the bouse of Israel unto
These lamps are a great imknowledged by all competent judges to be the
The Board of School Examinereof Ottawa
—Allowed and warrants ordered issned on tho their King.
most
thorough,
complete
and
accurate
EncycloConnty
purpose
meeting
as
follows
for the examcity treasurer for the several amounts.
provement on all other lamps
ptedia now published. The “American Reprint”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser- ination of applicants for a teacher’* certificate:
BX POSTS or STANDING COMMITTEES.
containing exactly the same matter,presents it
August 6, 1884, at school house, Zeeland; August
quantity
oil
vices at 9:80 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m. The 27, at conrt house, Grand Haven; October
in a more desirable form. The American supThe committeeon streets and bridgesreported
services will be conducted by Rev. J. A. school room, Coopersvtlle; Oct. 31, conrt house,
plement will render the work more completeon used and the
the following:
of
light
American subjects, and maintain the standard
Grand iven. Each session is to
... commence
^
_ —at* 9
Gsxtlkxen:—Your committee on streets and De Bruyn, pastor.
that it reaches on all others.The universal vero’clock a. m. Candidatesare required to pass an
bridges to whom was referred the communication
they
Call
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T. examinationin additionto other branches predict prononneesIt
of H. D, Post, in regard to the grading of Eleventh
scribed,in effects of alcoholic drinks,stimnlants
street, would respectfully report that your com- George, Pastor. Services at 10 :30 a. m..
see them.
The work of Matter Minds,
mittee have had the same under consideration. hud 7:80 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m. and narcotics on the human system.
A Complete, Cheap, PortableLibrary,
By order of Board of Examiners
Prayer meeting, Thursday erening at 7 :30.
A. W. TAYLOR, Sec.
A Library on every subject of knmcledge. Goods delivered free of charge,
moo CoaDCl! August 0th, 18W, will not Interfere
„T*j
Evening,
the Injury of the shade trees on said street, your
Always ready to answer every question.
B.
committee would therefore recommend the “The Last Night."
A Dictionary of Arte, Sciences, History and Genadoption of profile No. 9 as reported by the city
eral Literature,with many thousand engravings on
Holland, Jane 14, 1888.
orveyor, and yonr committee would farther rscA Pure and Reliable Medicine.— A comsteel and wood.
aamead that the graveling of said street be done
in accordance with the prayer of the peUtlonera. pound fluid extract of roots, leaves, barks
THAT
From PROF, DAVID SWING.
—Signed, J. Beukema, R. E. Werkman, and M. W. and berrlea is Burdock Blood Bitters.
iSTOPPED FREE
408 Superior 8t., Chicago, March 16, 1882.
StarwUuj tttectu.
Rose, Com. on Streets and Bridges.— Approved.
They cure all diseases of the blood, liver
J. M. Stoddart & Co.,
, Insane Persons Restored
The committee on streetsand bridges, to whom and kidneys.
Gentlemen:— fitter looking into the matter of the
Dr.KL
_
KLIHB'S GREAT
was referred the petitionof H. Wykhulsen and ten
republished “Encyclopeedla Britannica," it seems
NerveRebtorer
others for graveling Cedar street,recommended
With Red Tin Tsg, Is the best? Is the purest; Is to me that my money wonld best go toward the
Braw&Nhrvh
Diseases.
Onlyture
all BRAIN
A
Nmv>
DUIASIS.
Onlyxurt
Bucklen’B Arnica Salve.
never adulterated with glucose, barytes, molasses, “American Reprint,” so yon will please put me
that the prayer of the petitioners be granted.—
curt for Ktrvt AfftctUHS, Fitt, EpUtfsy,itc.
or any deleteriousIngredients,as is the case with down in yonr list of subscribers.
;
Infallible
if uicen u directed. Aj Fin after
Adopted.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Ui Bjfrt/tfayi me. Treatlte and J, trial bottlefree to
The committee on poor reported,presenting the Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Balt Rheum, Fever many other tobaccos.
!
Fit patients, they paying expresscharges onbox when
From IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY.
semi-monthlyreport of the director of the poor
i
received. Send names, P. 0. and express address of
LorilUrd’a
Rose
Leaf
Fine
Cut
ToSores,
Tetter,
Chapped
Hands,
Chilblaini,
III
afflicted
to DR.KLINE.ott Arch St.TphUadelphia.Pa.
There
is
no
work
In
the
English
language
of
as
and said committee, recommending 828 for the
bacco
Km
Druggist*. BEWAX£ OF IMITATING FRAUDS.
*
*
ect
as
the
Encyclohigh
anthority
on
every
sob].._
„
Corns,
and
all
skin
eruptions,
and
positivesupport of the poor for the two weeks ending
is also mads of the finest stock, and for aromatic
pedla Britannica. * • * • I prefer the “Re12-1 y
September 17, 1884.—Allowed aud warrants or- ly cures Piles, or no pay reqniired. ]It is
chewing qualitiesis second to none.
print,” on account of ita form and Its numerous
dered iasned on the city treasurerfor the
guaranteed
to give perfect satisfaction,or
corrections. P. J. Faemswobth, A. M., M. D.
Lorlllard’s Navy Clipping*
amonnts.
Iowa State University.
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. take first rank as a solid datable amoking tobacco
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY OPPICXRi.
wherever introduced.
The marshalreported an additional number of For sale by H. Walsh.
L.
sidewalks repslred.— Filed.
94 Wabash Avenne, Chicago.
Lorlllard’s Famous Snuffs
The streetcommissionerreported for the month
have been used for over 124 years, and are sold to
of August, 1884,— Filed.
a week at home, 15.00 outfit free. Pay abf pttial $otUe<i.
a larger extent than ano others.
27-ly
Secure Healthy
solutely sure. No risk. Capital not reThedty treasurer reported for tho month of
lactiontothe Livef
quired.
Reader,
if yon want businessat
August, 1884.— Filed.
id relieve all bU*
Peter Steketee & Go., have just rewhich
WUI\#U l/CACUUO
persons VI
of VIVUVI
either DC'
se, JUUUg
young VB
or V/IUf
old
Contract aid bond for improving and grading
can make great pay all the time they work, with
lioue troubles.
ceived a large quantity of White Granite
tnctwas
Cedar street special streetassessment district
was
absolute certainty,write for particularsto H. Hal?u«]y VigittUi; Sofiripisg.MoiMo. AUDroggtot
Crockery. Call and see it.
presented end approved.
lxtt & Co., Portland Maine.
The clerk protected the following communica-

Yours

as ot yore,

VAN DUREN

..............

Genuine Cyclone

Probate

W. VORST, Dry Goods & Groceries,
WYNHOFF

B.

— COAT, PANTS, OR VEST,

—

White

m

pray.

Repairing done

"
“
“
.

CROCKERY

“
“

“

The

do do
l\ do do

30-4t

4 ..........

Examination

Teachers*

Heedle Gas Lamp.

.

Connty.

both as to

Haven.

_________

to

_

which

WYNHOFF.

KNOW

LORILLARD’S CLIMAX
PLUG TOBACCO.

JOHN

27-81

_

JAS.

Diamond Dyes
CUy of

Holland:

tral

w

alMk.
JGEO. H. SIPP, Supt. of pipe laying.
Dtt motion of All Rose—
Resolved. That tho report be and Is hereby accepted, the test approved,and that a settlement
b« made with the contrac
contractor for laying the cast
iron pipe and a warrant ordered iasned for the
__
amonnt
____ . di
duo as per contract.— Which motion was
adopted by yeas and naya as follows:Yeas, Ter
Vree, Rose. Beukema, Burgess, Workman, Nyland and Boyd. Nays, none.
UNFIHtSntD BUSINESS.
Mr. R. Ranters requestedor the Connell permissionto use the streetIn front of his lot, on the
north aide of Eighth street, for buildingpurposes.
—Granted, subject to the provisions of the ordinance governingin the case.
The board of aeeeeeorsreporteda specialas
sesement roll for the graveling of Tenth street
special street assessmentdistrict
Aid. Beukema requested to be excused from
further attendanceat this meeUng.-Granted.
On motion of Aid. Werkman—
, That the special assessment roll for
_ Ing of Tenth street special street asit district as reported by the board of
ISTJfif

ft

*

:

r

.

*

'V

wmms

ATWATER,

ramsunm

Cum

Cjty of Holland, )
------Clerk’s Office,Sept.
2, 1884 ,
To Isaac Fairbanks,Ids G. Herringa,
estate of A. T. Stewart, Simon Sprletsma,
Hope church, Gertrinda Werkman, Geertle Bolling, P. H. McBride, O. E. Yates,
Si. De Boe, Mrs. Flanders, John Kramer,
Blartinns Jonkman, M. P. Leveridge,H.
D. Post, Wm. A. Shields, John C. Post,
Mary Goedgluek, Patrick J. Doyle, R.
Kanters, Leendert Mulder, H. B. Peck,
Grace Episcopal church, Thomas E. Anoil. Public scboels of the city of
Holland and city of Holland: You

-

U

I

Estimates given

for all

kinds of buildings

HMMD-PIM'EII

fin-

FOSTER, MUiBURK

St

OO., Proprietor*,BoflUo,

New York.

ished and completed.

1884. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884.
Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.

Millinery

and Fancy Goods.

BONNETS, HATS. FLOWERS.
Stairs, Hand Hailing,

FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, SILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,
HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.

Sash

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings

Brackets, etc. made and

Jersey Jackete, Gessamer

furnished.
Office and

shop on

Rim

JAB.
Holland, May

27,

HUNTLEY.

1888.

17-tf.

Proofs, Hoep Skirts, Bustles, Cor-

and Hair Goods.

Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Worsted, ard
board and oanuas.

Street,

near the corner of Tenth Street,

roll.

Water

sets,

,

DM
BERGE,
HITH STHBBT. - - HOBBAND MXOH
L &

S.

YAN

BIO

•

:

Fa

Drubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula A Erysipelas.

and each of you are hereby notified
that a special assessment roll, for the imroving, > .grading and graveling of
eventh street, between the west side of
River itreet and the center of ’^Majle,
street, has been reported by the
assessors to the Common Council of the
city of Holland,and filed in this office:
aud that the Common Council has fixed
)n the 28d day of September, A. D.,
1884, at 7:80 o’clock, p. m.t at ike Common Council rooms In said city, at the
time and place when and where they will
meet with the said board of aueseors to

Dizziness,Loss of Appetite, Indigestion, Biliousness,Dyspe{

sia, Jaundice,Affections of the Liver and Kidneys, Pimples and

Special Assessor's Notice.

review said

—

I

In all colors at the Cen-

Drug Store, only 10 ceots.

£

'

HUNTLEY,

G**tlemen:-I would

respectfully report to
your honorable body that a pressure teat of the
pipes of the Holland City water works was made
Tnesday, 9:45 o'clock,a. m.. Sept. 2, 1884 The
pipes were sabmltledto a water pressure of 180
ponnds to the square inch, exceeding by five
poneds the amonnt of pressure to the sanare Inch
called for by the specifications and contract.
Bald above test was mads in the presence of a
majority of the members of the Common Connell
of the city. I would also report to yonr honorable body that I have carefully examined the
whole lino of plpelog and cannot discover anything in anywise that would lead me to think bat
what the whole line of pipe is perfect and without

K

[ITS
i _

‘

To the HonorableCommon Council of the

and

.

Grest

DO YOU

tion:

of

amount
give.

:.W •••*

1.-

^

I

v'r.
iji'

Farmers in

j

. Haven

;V^

- '

is visitingfriends in this

graveled

Muskegon,

city.

we get

we

all our streets

shall

our present stock

have added much

top. The

J. G. Boyes, of Ventura, has sold some
Attorney Earle and family af Grand
Rapids visited Macatawa Park last blooded cattle among which was the cele-

brated AtlanticPrince to B.
of this city.

List of letters remaining in the post-

the St. Louis Grocer.

in

office at

See our first page.

Mrs. Ida Billington, J.

office and be

We

Geo. 0. Kimball, lato general manager
Chicago and West Michigan R’y

now general manager of the

is

traffic de-

partment of the Union Pacific railroad.

Ready-Made Clothing,

poned by order of the Consistory, until the
first Sunday in October.

C. Boern, Ward

Jne. Shellebarger.

OflEA

Mr. A. Flietstra will again

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

resume

Haven

a

com-

call

Kent Agricultural Society Fair to be held
at Berlin,

September 80, October

1884. The

Butlerites throughout this state are

in

•1

charge of the Flietstra House at Grand

Wxi. Verbeek, P. M.

acknowledge the receipt of

Tailor,

and dealer in

next

week. The many

when

at the

friends of
A large and very

this vicinity are invited to

1, 2

and

The
ite

fine line

of

suiTinsr q-s

county seat.

plimentaryticket to the Ottawa and West

8,

The

Merchant

rewarded.

Mr. Flietstrain
of the

i

finder will please leave at this

Holland,Mich., Sept. 4th, 1884:

The presidential campaign is remarkaDoubleday and
bly quiet in this city and the query
is: “Where are our local clubs?”

TEST

The communion of the Lord's supper,
Van Ra&lie which would regularly occur in Hope Reformed Church next Sabbath, is post-

Isaaks, Jr. told the story of his stay at

Macatawa Park

THK

Lost:— A gold sleeve button with an
to old english letter “H." engraved upon the

of bliss.

BOSMAN,

J w.

graded and

(

Wednesday.

Collsgo, of

Harrison, Dak., in another column.

When

Annie Freshman, of

Wednes- A. Btegeman, » sod of Hopo

day.

this section have cem-

menced sowing wheat.
Miss

Heraid, was in the city last

Detroit Evening Journal, the favor-

have Just been received and all who desire a Rood
CUSTOM MADE salt of Clothes will do well to 4

family daily of Michigan, celebrated

society promise good exhib- its first birthday last Saturday with eight

GIVE ME A CALL.

departments and invite

all the pages of matter printed in red ink. The
MonDOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
citizensof this part of the county to come Journal is rapidly gaining a foothold in
day. The personal appearance of “Old
IH MALTHITLSnSHAS NEVER BUS QIISTIOXTO.
and see them.
the family circles of this State and we
Ben” dampened their ardor. Too much
In
mtlllon homea for ft quarter of ft century It tute Oar largo stock of READY-MADECLOTHING
hope it will celebrate many more birth- itood the couaumere* reliable teat,
will bo sold at bottom prices.
Last Friday morning while a little girl
was expected of one man.
days.
THE TESTJFJHE OVEH.
of Mr. B. Markham, was playing around
Examine our Goods before purchas?The Macatawa Park Hotel will be
the house she stepped ou to a broken piece
Several of our friends have presented PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,
ing elsewhere.
closed next Friday evening with a social
HAKIM OF
of glass which made quite an ugly gash
us
with
little
tokens
of
friendship
this
dance. The hotel has had a very prosperJ. W. BOSMAN,
in her left foot. Dr. Best was called in
week among which was a basket of extra
ous season as has also the Macatawa
Dr. Price’s SjecialFlaToiigEitracls.
Holland, Mich., April 88, 1884. 18-1 j
and sewed up the wound and quieted the fine tomatoes from Mr. M. M. Fuller. 1to«raa|Mt1aNt d«UelOMart utartllaforkaowMal
House. Mr. Scott of the last mentioned
sufferer. This accident should be a warnThese littleacts may not be of interestto Or. Prloa’t Lupulln Yeast Qtmi
hotel will not close for some time yet.
ing to parents not to throw their broken
the majority of our readers but they are of
For Light, Healthy Bread, The Beat Dry Hup
A very pleasant way for our people to glassware in their yards where it may
Yeftrt lo the World.
interest to us and form pleasant memories
|,s>
FOR SALE BY GROCERS.
go to Chicago is by going to Beaten Har- afterwards prove dangerous.
to counteract the disappointments
and trials
8T. LOUIE.
bor and then by boat. During the excr
we have in endeavoringto collect our just
The
Grand
Army
Posts
of
Toledo
who
position the large and elegant steamer
dues froip delinquent subscribers. To this
«.
<1
John A. Dix, will run excursionsdaily. visited Battle Creek at the late soldiers reet'?’
class of our readers we have a word to say
The fare from Benton Harbor, Including union there have published a card of
and that is: that we cannot continue to
ticket of admission to the exposition, is thanks in the Toledo Bee specially actrsend the paper to them gratis and if they
knowledging the "personal services and
i.piMci
$1.50, stateroom
.
want to read the News they must pay for
fraternalcourtesiesextended by Mr. H. C.
ftn\ Matrau during lbetrip.„ Mr Matr,u ia it. We intend to put into the hands of a
Henry Bbeyman, the 10-year-old 8«d'
reliable attorney such accounts as we
of Mr. OU. Broyman, loft hla paternal Vew c,ttDecteiwith lhe M, & 0 R n
deem
ought, and can be paid If an enroof laat Thursday, f.r Grafton, Wla, Ld hia rnaay friends in this city will be
where he will be employed in a woolen.^,.,,leam of apparent
lari
deavor is made. So reader do not bt surmill where tW Chief article of- manufacprised if you are one of the unfortunate
Me
among his “comrades” of Toledo.
has been ^
ture is fine zephyrs,
ones.
many young v Last Monday the steamer Macatawa
given a good position and
The best dry hop yeast in tho world. Bread
Two of the largest and most attentive raised by this yeast Is light, whin and wholeI met with an accident that prevented her
friends lo this city wish hi
congregations ever assembled in the Re- tome like our grandmother's delicious bread.
Nothing has baendona by .nr Connell,] ""“““f “nl,n yeslerdaJ “"“‘“Sformed church gathered last Sunday to
OROOERS SELL THEM.
.r the c*n tractors, in regard to
t° U>e Park on one of the mornFfttMfmo er
(
p
iog trips and when near Mr. Scott’s land- greet and listen to their former pastor,
aright the mistake made with that "sucPrice
Baking
Powder
Co.,1
ing the “wrist pin” of the piston broke and Rev. T. W. Jones, now of Hope church,
tion pipe.” The majority of the Council
MaiTn of Er. PrlK’iljKial Flavirtaiimea, '
tlfehead of the cylinder was knocked out. Holland, Michigan. Through twelve
Chicago,
St. Loulte Mo.
however, are for constructing anothe
Tblatisabledsteamer was towed back to years of earnest effort and remarkable sucwell but are awaiting for a propositioi
her landing place in this city and the cess he had labored with this people, and
from the contractors.Our Water Work
work of repairing the damage was at once had welcomed into the commuoiou of the
will be completed some time before snow
commenced. The tug City of Holltnd Church, a large number of those present.
flies we hope.
dealer In\ ran on the route and conveyed passengers He had ministered to almost every family
** Q- CD
The “friends of temperance” have and fr0 “on time.”
present either In their joys or sorrows, or
CD
CD
called,in the CoopersvilleObtener, for a
both, Ne wonder it was with deep
.p
county convention to be held in Dur- The Standard Roller Mills, Messrs. emotion that he spoke to them— they all
mont’s hall, in Coopersville,on Wednes- Walsh, De Roo & Co., shut down last listening,many with tear stained eyes, as
GO m*
day, Sept, 10, at 2 o’clock, p. m. The night and will probably remain idle for they recalled the past and sympathized Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
convention is held for the purpose of nom- about two weeks, during which time ex- with Mr. Jones in the sad afflictionthat
Ladies' and Gents' Lockets,
inating “suitablecandidates”for ceunty tensive alterations will be made with a lately fell npon his heme. It is estimated
officers. The call is signed by J. H. San- view of increasing the quantity as well as that between six and seven hundred peoSilverware, Platedware,
ford, A. A. Irish and sixty others.
the quality of the product. Among the ple attended each service, who listened
attentativelyto the instructiveand feeling
Jewelry and Clocks.
The people of Grand Haven were con- iew machinery to be put in are three
erse elevator bolts, one Prinz dust col- sermons. The music of the occasion was
siderably agitated by the discovery of fire
I also keep on hand a full line of
tor and one Richmond bran duster, very appropriate, the evening anthem been the roof of the Cutler House at about
ing the one sung on his farewellservice.
.e firm will continue buying wheat dur10 o’clock last Wednesdaymorning and it
its

all

not as enthusiastic as they were last

ft
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looked, for a few minutes,as though tha
flue

building and the greater portion o

the city would be in ashes in a short time

as a high wind prevailed. Excitement
ran high

among

the inmates of the hotel

and trunks and parcels were thrown around

promiscuouslyfor

a

time. The

fire

caught

ing this time and have a sufficientquantityjof flour on

hand

to supply all their cus-

After service the people gathered around

him

to

show their affection and grasp his

hand in welcome

tomers.

and sympathy. Mr.

Jones will remain in town this week to

On September 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, 1884,
e Michigan and Ohio Railroad will sell
curslon tickets from all stations at

accept a generous and heartfelt hospitality,
his

when

he will

Spectacles!

go to Hudson to

visit

My

g a-ffi.s 2
§ g 3 °-®

stock of

SILVERWARE
is

mother.— J/h/wwA: Valley Democrat.

unsurpassedin

this city.

a spark from the engine chimney an
turn at one tare for the round trip with reParticular attention is called to the fact
The undersigned request their fellowwas spreading rapidly when discovered.' turn limit of Sept. 18th, 1884, to enable all
that all my goods are first-class and are
citizens to attend a public meeting en FriIt was soon under control without doing
sold at low prices.
to visit Toledo and attend the Tri-State
any great damage. The loss wis covered Fair, which will be held on the dates day, September 12, 1884, at 2 o’clock p. m.
in the First Reformed Church, for the
by insurance.’
named above. Property for exhibition at
purpose of devising the best measures to Gome In and too my Stock. Watohoo
The Maxwell’s playod to good houses this Fair will he carried at thd regular combat Sabbath desecration, particularand Clocks repaired on
last Monday and Tuesday evenings for the rates to Toledo, and upon presenting
ly by the running of excursion trains and
abort notioo.
benefit of A. C. Van Raalte Pest, G. A. R. freight bills and a certificate from the
pleasure boats. Speakers have been apThe play was entitled MLibby Prison,” Secretary of the Fair Association(stating pointed to make addresses. There will be
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRSfi GflUROB.
and while It containedno great historonic that the property has been on exhibition, a sermon in the evening : Signed, Rev.
H. WYKHUYSEN.
merit it was filled with scenes that vividly and not changed hands) to the freight
Holland. Mich., Oct. 84,
84-1
John H. Karsten, Prof. G. J. Kollen, Kev.
brought to mind the days ef the rebellion. agent at Toledo, it will be returned free. N. M. Steffens,Rev. E. Bos, Rev. J. A.
The Post beys all took part in the play The above applies to all kind of property De Bruyn, Messrs. Andries Steketee,E.
is
and received a goodly share of the pro- for exhibition except speed and race
Van der Veen, P. Gunst, J. W. Bosnian
ceeds to “help them on their way.” The horses,upon which the regular rates will

from

4
i

*

OP?

H

How

corps and “Post” paraded the

the proficiency of the

drum

boys done well on their

The

corps.
first

appear-

ance.

Gen. B. F. Butler, accompaniedby
his son-in-law, Gen.

Adalbert Ames, ex-

congressman from Mississippi,his grand-

for

the exercises are as follows:

to each entertainment
and presented a very fine appearance. The Democratic and Greenback parties
Many of enr citizens were surprisedat held county conventionsin Grand Hastreets previous

1. Election of President and Secretary.
2. Prayer by President. Singing.
8. Address, Subject: “The Signlfiiven last Tuesday and through their comcanceof
the Sabbath to the State,” by
mittees agreed upon a fusion ticket. The
Prof. G. J. Kollen. Discussion. Singing.
democrats took the following offices and
4. Address,by Rev. E. Bos, Subject:
made nominations as follows: Judge of
“The
Significance of the Sabbath to the
Probate, R. W. Duncan; Sheriff, Joos
Family.”
Discussion. Sioging.
Verplanke; Treasurer, R. A. Hyma; Cir5. Address, by Rev. N. M. Steffens,
cuit Court Commissioner, W. N. Angel;

0Q

OrJ

GO

- d
O

ef*

m

.

CD

S8

J. Flieman

doalorJIn

his superior made w scone jast as cheap as
anybody sell them in Zeeland,and claims that
they are a
Offers

way,

Fresh 1 Salt Meats

anyone. HI

Gall

committeeto Kanters,Esq., and K. Schaddelee,Esq.
mads., The general spoke about five min- the respective conventions were unaniZeeland.— Dr. and Mrs. T. G. Huizinga
uted from the platform of the Chicago monsly adopted by each. Delegates were
were the happy recipients
train, and as ho was very hoarse, he chosen by each convention to their re-

would be in their hands and used

that

for

ventions were both very

the Dr. H. Kremers, O. Breyman, tod J.

Van

democratic ingfor trash
eral was enthusiasticallyreceived by the cenveatienwas In fever of the nomina- finest stock of
upbuilding of their Interests. The gen- Patten. The aentlment

of the

Groceries in

peeple of Michigan and left the state with

tion of

good Impressions.

for

L M. Weston, of Grand Rapids, lower than
pie will do

congressman.

to give

Their prices are
ids and enr pee
a call. “Q”

TOE/K, and
XjAEZD,

j

always on band-

AND

Fish, Poultry and

And

a

Game

in their season.

Open and Top Buggies,
Aae stock of

SQUARE AND SWELL BOUT CUTTERS.
And a nice assortment of Bugsiesfor Fenners
ud Tradesmen are on the way coming.

ALSO AGENT

are busypreparand have the BATtl
Notions and

huls. general

^

IMEUTTOIsr,

and Examine.

Also keeps on hand a line of

ing reported by the special

harmonious and cursion and picnid yestorday. Quite a
number embraced ooportunityof viswould affect themselves every day. He the best ef feeling prevailed. Mr. F. G. iting one of the meat Beautiful cities of
said that if the laboring men of the country Churchill, of this city was chairman ef Michigan and all ritarned heme well
ft which there were about 12,000,000, the democratic convention. The dele- pleased with their irlnA • .Business ia the
weald unite, there would be ne qaestien gates from this districtwere Hon. John village is rather dull consequenceof our
farmers holding
grain for higher
but what the reins ef this geverament Roost, J. G. Van Puttcn, R. E. Workman, markets ..... M
n Herder & La-

a way

Hf*

SEARS,

L. C.

Ames, a lad of 12 years, and Coroner, Dr. Henry Kremers; Represent- Subject, “The Significance of the Sabbath
A. Plympton, of Massachusetts, ative in first district, K. Schaddelee. The te the Individual.” Discussion. Singing. Betterwagon in every
5. “The Duty of the State in regard to !and will not be undoaold by
passed through this city last Wednesday Greenbackersmade the following nomithe
Sabbath,” by Rev. I. Flea. Discussion.
morning, en route from Muskegon to nations: Register of Deeds, Jacob Baar;
6.
Report of committee on Resolutions,
Chicago. It was not generallyknown Prosecuting Attorney, Stephen L. Lowing;
consisting
of Hon. C. Van Loo, Jacob
that Bntlor was to pass through this city County Clerk, O. W. Ingraham; Coroner,
and not a very large crowd was at the de- Dr. P. H. Palmer. The nominations be- Den Herder, Esq., Prof. G. J. Kollen, R.

lost Sunday, August 81... TTThe Sabbath
could hardly be heard twenty feet distant. spective congressional and senatorial con- School of the First Reformfed Church of
He was glad to see the people aroused ventions and then adjourned. The con- this village went in Kalamftzeo on an ex-

M»

Our popular wagon manufacturer

Col. N.

and determined to vote in

S.

o
CD
~
ft ef-

Fanners.

son, Butler

pot and no apodal demonstration was

9

the chance

and Wm. Benjamlnse.The program of

be charged both ways.

VIF

|l®

3

1888.

drum

I
S’

hich they have agents to Toledo and re-

TOR

PUTFORM SPRING WAGON

WORKS.
J.

FLIEMAN.

Holland. Miofa.,ApriU4, 1868. 20-ly

1

hlTI III fiMt Drill BhIIs

tlui

Kubt.

m

Meet delivered to
City

free!

GIVE IKE

of

A

l{f

LC.I
Holland, Apr.

8,
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ONLY

A CHICKEN.

(A recitation tor eight little girls.)

K
•

BY BUOl'.NE

3.

HALL.

nitBT LITTLE OIBB. ^
A wonderful story I wlU tell :
A chicken crept from a broken she'l,
And, standing on it’attnv feet,
It peeped and peeped for a crumb to eat—
On a beautiful summer morning.

’

SECOND LITTLE GIRL.
But out of a dark hole popped th1) head
Of on old gray rat; with a cautious tread
He stole along where th grass was thick
And quietly pounced on the peepingchick
That, f landing on Its tiny feet,
Was crying for a crumb to eat—
On a beautiful summer morning.
»

THIRD LITTLE GIRL.
Then out of the doorway leai>eda cat.
That put her paw on the old gray rat,
That out of a dark hole popped his head,
And crept along with a cant ous ticad,
And a cruel look, where the grass was thick,
To quickly pounce on the peeping chick.
That, standing on its tny feet.
Was crying for a crumb to eat—
On a beautiful summer morning.
FOURTH LITTLE GIRL.
Around the corner there fiercelyflew
A savage dog, of a yellow hue,
That fixed bis t eth In the tabby ca\
That put her paw on the oil gr v rat,
That out of a dark hole pipped his head,
And crept a’ong with a cautious tread
And a cruel look, where the grass was thick,
To quietly p unce on the peeping chick,
That, standing on Its tiny feet,
Was

cyring for a ammo to eat—
On a beautiful summer morning.

FIFTH LITTLE GIRL. N
But a naughty boy with a wicked sling
Of a crotchcd stick and a rubber string.
Looked over the fence with a moan intent,
And a smooth round pebble swiftly sent,
That struck the dog of a yellow hue,
That around the corner fiercelyflew,
And fixed his teeth In the tabby cat,
That put her paw on the old gray rat,
That out of a dark bole popped his head,
And crept along with a cautious troid
And a cruel look, where the grass was thick,
To quick y pounce on the peep ng chick,
That, standing on its tiny feet,
Was crying for a crumb to cat—
On a beautiful summer morning,

wouldn’t have had

him. And

she self- plumping himself down at his mother's
wished he had feet he
r
“Mother, what would you think of a
been refused. She had always thought
landi-ome, affectionate, teasing Jimmie woman who would refuse one of yonr
had been her favorite, but now she boys?” Ab! wily Jim knew that the
surely knew it was Tom. And by the jealous mother-love could not stand
time the boys had entered she was the that, and his monrnfnl face and tragic
most abject picture of woe.
tones did the rest He looked the grief
“Now. mother,” said Harry, “what’s he felt for Archie, and Mother Beresthe use of crying?” Tom’s only going ford expressed her opinion of the woseven squares away, and yon ought to man insensible to the honor conferred
do glad yon are going to have such a on her by one of her boys in very pronice daughter.”
nounced terms.
“Yes, mamma,” put in Jim, “you
Having gained bis point, be kissed
mow yon are thankful your next is go- his mother and left for a call on Nellie
ing to be a girl Haven’t you been Brown.
wishing for years Jouhad a girl? Why,
He speculated much as to who could
poor, mamma, ypu will only have four have refused Archie, and resolved to
get the story out of him before long.
sons left.”
“Jim, yon dude, shut np,” yelled “I have done him a good turn, too,”
Trank. “If it were only yon, the fami- soliloquized he, “but he won’t thank
y might bear np under the infliction.” me for it now. Nover mind ; he will in
The boys were fond of calling Jim- time when Miss What’s-her-name comes
mie “the dude,” because of his hand- to terms."
Next week Tom’s engagement was
some proportions and elegant get-up
generally, but it was a misnomer. Al- announced. Mrs. Beresford bore it
ways jolly, always in trouble at school, like a martyr, according to the baby,
and np to the time he was 18 always in and really seemed satisfied.For was
ove with half a dozen girls at a time. it not better to have him happy than
Ah, but Jim could tell a tale since that sad as poor Jim, and she looked tenderly at Jim, who was gazing at Nellie
time, bnt he could keep a secret, too.
Jim’s was the truest heart of all, not- from a distance,being obliged to keep
withstanding he was such a scapegrace, up the role of discarded lover before
and his good-naturedteasing went so his mother.
But he resolved to keep his eyes open
ar toward cheering Mrs. Beresford
and
find out about Archie if possible,
that she carried a smiling face for dinand he looked towards the dancers,
ner.

began: f

ishly said to herself she

Archie was a little off, Harry said,

where Archie’sgracefulform was to be

seen. “Well, he doesn’t care a straw
and asked him if he was going to
about the girl he’s dancing with. Let
marry a wife too. To which Archie
mo look around a bit. Wonder if that
crossly responded that he did not
performance worries Minnie Boss any ?
iropose to marry a husband.
“Mamma.” said the irrepressible, Arch used to like her. No, it isn’t*Min“don’t you want a brace of daugh- nie,” and the keen blue eyes roamed

SIXTH LITTLE GIRL.
Next came a man on the double quick
Who beat the boy with a blackthornstick,
For hurting his dog of yellow hue.
That round the corner fiercely flew,
And fixed his teeth in the tabby cat,
That put her paw on the old gray rat,
That out of a dark hole popped his head,
That crept along w th a cautious tread
And a cruel look, where the gra*s was thick,
To quickiypouncj on the i»eeping chick,
That, standing on its tiny feet,
Was crying for a crumb to eat—
On a beautiful summer morning.

SEVENTH LITTLE GIRL.
The tumult caught the watchfuleye
Of a tall p licemanpassingby,
Who, walking up with a pompous tread,
Arrestedand nearly broke the Ik ad
Of the man who came on the double quick
To beat th ’ boy with a blackthornstick,
For hurtingthe dog of yellow hue.
That round the corner fiercelyflew,
And fixed his teeth in the tabby cat,
That put her paw on the old gray rat.
That out of a da<k hole popped his head.
And crept along with a cautioustread
And a cruel look, where the grass was thick,
To quickly pounce on the peeping chick.
That, standing on Its tiny feet,
Was crying for a crumb to eat—
On a beautiful summer morning.
EIGHTH LITTLE GIRL.
In a court of justice sternly sat
The portly Judge, in a white cravat,
Who told the sheriff, for lack of bail,
To put the man in the county jail
Who came m sight on the double quirk
To beat the boy with a blackthornstick,
For hurting the dog of yellow hue,
That round the corner fiercelyflew,
And fixed hi* teeth In the tabby cat,
That put her paw rn the old gray rat,
Tha. out of a dark hole popped his head.
And crept along with a cautious tread
And a cruel look, where the grass was thick,
To quicklypounco on the peeping chick,
Tba", standing on its tiny feet,
* Was crying for a crumb to eat—
On a beautiful summer morning.

ers

?”

Tom looked reprovingly at Harry,
and Jimmie blushed like a girl out of
pure sympathy for Tom, no doubt
It was a custom in the Beresrord
mansion that each evening before leaving there should be an informal chat
in the parlor. To-night most unaccountably the three eldest were missing. Tom was disturbed to think that
mother should take it so foolishly hard,
and went off to the sanctum to think it
over. He went so quietly that no one
missed him bnt Archie, who just . as
quietly followed him.
There was the closest sympathy between these brothers, and poor Tom,
feeling half guilty for worrying mother
so, was just ready for Archie’s consoling words.

over the room.
“Ah! by Jupiter, it’s Stella Graham,
and she does love him too.”
Surely Jim had grounds for the opinion. Near the door stood a lovely lady
with a face white as death and eyes
burning like stars, and they followed
the graceful couple dancing with a gaze
that to Jimmie seemed despairing.
“Some infernal misunderstanding,” he
muttered, “and both as proud as Lucifer.”

He went straight to Stella Graham,
and before she had time to think had
taken her to the conservatory. Back
of this room was a small one, where
Tom did his courting, Jim said, and

there he took her. He didn’t know
surely that she was the right one, bnt
he felt

he

said

it,

and without waiting for

more

:

“You see, Arch, she is all that can be
“Miss Gaaham, last night I heard a
desired in every way, and I love her man’s voice say, ‘She does not love me
with my whole soul. I am no boy or I any more.’ To-night I saw a woman’s
might get over it. Of course, you face say the same thing most bitterly.
don’t understand, Arch,” bnt to Tom’s I don’t know what the trouble is, but I
utter amazement, haughty, reticent know something is wrong. May I send
Archie Beresford dropped his head in Archie in here ?”
his hands and fairly groaned.
She was sobbing, and before she
“Oh ! yes, I do, Tom, I understand could say no, Jim had Archie there.
you perfectly. I am even initiated one
The beautiful dark eyes were full of
degree farther, for I love a girl and she tears, and the marble cheeks told of
doesn’t love me.*’

suffering, and the voice was broken that

What

more might have followed no said : “I am so sorry, and I do love
one can tell, for the door of the sanc- you,” Neither ever told the story of
tum opened to admit Jim, who drew their quarrel.
back as he said : * Oh, I say, you fellows,
In what Jim deemed a proper length
I didn’t know you were here.”
of time be took Nellie and whispered
ALL TOGETHER.
Jim always said he was an odd one to Tom to bring “Mother” up to “The
The greatest evil oltcn springs
in
the family. No chum but mother, Retreat”
From the ill effectsof the smallestthings;
And all this trouble on many tell
he used to say when little, as Tom and
Mrs. Beresford, all unsuspicious of
Throngh a little chick trom a broken shell,
Archie naturally went together, and the trap laid for her by undutiful JimOn a beautiful summer morning.
the two youngest paired off.
mie, was led like a lamb to the slaughSomething in Jim’s distressedface ter to “The Retreat," where she encounmade the boys urge him to come in.
two very happy young gentlemen
the
Broke It to He did so, and took a seat just between tered
and two equally frightened young lathem on the sofa and begged that they dies.
Mother,
would continue the “flow of conversa“0 mother! we have talked them
tion” which his untimely presence had over,” cried Jim, while sweet Nellie
Mrs. Beresford had five boys. And interrupted, adding that Archie looked Brown put her arms around Mother
os through he was in love too.
boys they were.
Beresford and said, “Dear Mrs. Beres“And so I am,” bitterly said Archie. ford, we love you too well to oft'end
How those serapegraceshad worried
“Oh, Lord!” shouted Jim, “I am you by refusing your boys.”— Chicago
and tormented their poor mother from
the day of their birth np to the date of there too,” and frantically grasped both Tribune.
of his brothers in his arms.
the events herein recorded.
“Jim,” insisted Tom, “no nonsense
From 27-year-61dTom down to 16Teaching Economy to Children.
jear-old Harry, each and every one had for once. Do let go.”
A simple rule which has worked wonin his own characteristic way worried
“Nonsense! I am in dead earnest. ders, financially;and is in many other
and tormented the'poorwoman till she Have been if or three years, and Lord respects of value, and worthy of the atwas fain to declare that boys didn’t knows how I am going to break it tention of mothers, is this ; When the
half pay for the trouble it took to raise gently to mother.” And the sweat children come in wild with excitement
JP streamed from Jim’s face. “Boys let’s and with a strong desire for some enThe conditionof the weather without go in a body and storm the castle.”
tirely unnecessary thing, which you
was slushy and melting. The condition
“The girl’s breaking with me has doubt will afford expected delight,
within was very similar, as Mrs. Beres- saved me the trouble of breaking it to counsel them to wait a week before deford threatened to melt into tears at mother,” bitterlyreplied Archie; “she ciding upon its purchase. A week is a
any moment. Tom, the eldest, her does not love me any more.”
long period of time ; many changes
helper and standby (for heg^husband “0, yes she does, Arch ; we’ll make her.” may take place in seven days and probhad died when Harry was a Baby of 2,) And now that Jim’s secret was confessed ably will in the minds of your children.
was going to marry. Oh! it was too to some one he grew so light-hearted This experiment has been thoroughly
awful to be true..,Tom was a monster that the boys suspected him of making tested, and grateful children have been
<of ingratitudeto repay her twenty-seven game of them. Bnt Jim was in earnest, heard to exclaim “How thankful I am,
years of toil and trouble in this man- and, as he told them, had been for three mother, that I didn't spend my money
ner, moaned this good lady, utterly for- years. Ever since Nellie Brown, then for that If I hadn’t waited a week, my
getting that from the time he was 16 a pretty girl of 15, had come to live money would have all been gonq;” and
.years old she had depended on and de- across the way Jim’s heart had been in one remarkable instancea boy who
ferred to him, really making him head gone. At first he did not mind it much, wanted a toboggan, and waited a week
•of the family. All of the boys called but as he didn’t get over it he began to before purchasing it, changed his dehim “Old Tom,” so dignified and steady wonder if she cared for him, and just sire, and at the end of the week wished
was he.
three weeks ago he ended his suspense, only for a pair of old “bobs;” at the
Tom’s father, John Beresford,of the and now— 0, if it wasn’t for mother— end of another week he had decided
not to purchase even these, but wait
wholesale firm of Beresford Bros., was Jim would be too happy.
“Come, my beloved brethren, we and get a bicycle and a pair of roller
a man of the strictestintegrity and rare
business talent When he died there must bear it like men. We must meet skates; and by this method of procewere no reverses to be met, no struggle mother. Bnt, Jim, for heaven’s sake dure has saved his money, alter having
for the boys. Nothing bnt an honora- don’t spring it on her to-night; she enjoyed mentally the possessionof one
can’t bear any more,” and Tom led the of these articles after another, though
ble memory and honest money.
Ton} continued bis college course nn way down to the parlor, just as Frank, in a somewhat delusiveand evasive way
til 20, when from choice he left to learn who was growing more like his father andis just thinking of “saving up" for
the business with his Uncle Tom. Two every day, was telling his mother how a rifle. Of course this is au extreme
years later Arehie followed his exam- much he liked Tom’s fiancee. He de- case. It is a rule which might be
ple, and white-haired Uncle Tom was clared he loved her well enough to mar adopted by some parents, also, with
wont to say proudly that the old firm ry her himself, and said she had more good effect, and I fancy that a great
would not lose its name when he passed sense than all the rest of the girls put deal of money would be found in the
family treasury if each member were
together.
•over to the silent majority.
“I know it, my son. If Tom must to try this plan for a year.— Netc York
Bat Mother Beresford could not be

Now

Boys

them.
.

thankful for her many mercies (as the
boys laughingly called themselves) this
afternoon as the stood gazing down the
-street, now and than a tear slowly rolling down her cheeks. She groaned as
thoaghts earns into
Ihe dther four. ' She
to confess that Tom was
my Roman’s love, and she
led that she didn’t have so
to be prond of him, am

m

perhaps this other woman

no objection Evening Post

marry of course there is
to her; but why couldn’t he wait?”
“Tom is too young," said giddy Harry. The other boys were bound to
encourage the baby’s attempts at wit,
and after the laughter at Tern’s expense
had subsided the chums went down
street,leaving Jim with his mother.

STATE CONVENTIONS.
The

Illinois

LOST IN A FIERCE GALE.

Greenbackers and Awful Work

Anti-MonopolistsDecide

of a Cyclone on the Ohio

River, Near Hudson,

in

.

Favor of Fusion.

Ken-

tucky.

Michigan ProhibitionistsNominate a A Pa-aenger Boat Upset, and Seventeen
Ticket— Nebraska Republicans
Passengers Find a Watery

Do

Likewise.

Grave.
[Evansville (Ind.) special.

State Conventionsof the Greenback-

A tornado lastingfully an hour struck this
ers In Texas and Wiscity at 8:30 this morning. When the storm
consin.
ceased and a view of the damage done was had
It presenteda terrible sight. The city hod been
ralceiUromone end to the other. Not a manuThe Greenback Anti-MonopolyState factory in It entirely escaped injury. Most seriConvention of Illinois was held at Bloom- ously damaged are the Evansville Cotton Mills,
|15,000;woolen mills, about $1,000; Rodker
ington on the 27th of August. A. J. los«,
Plow Works, $10,000; Armstrong Furniture
Streeter was elected Chairman, and E* Company, about $»,000. A Urge school building
in course of construction, and which needed bnt
Eaton was made Secretary.
a roof for completioncollapsedtotally. On evAt the outset a Committee on Resolutions ery street celUre are flooded, trees and fence*
leveled, and telegraphic and telephonic commuwas appointed and reported the following: nications almost entirely suspended. HunResolved. That the People's party of the dreds of small dwellings and stables are
State of Illinois,in convention assembled,do razed to the ground, and familiesleft without
indorse and reaffirmthe platformof principles shelter.The scene on the river was awe-inspiradopted in nationalconventionat Indianapolis, ing. Waves lashed themselves into unspeakMay 29, 1884, and pledge onrselves to use every able fury, and, dashing twenty and thirty feet
honorable endeavor to elect our standard- high, small steamers and tugs were broken
bearers, Butler and West, for the Presidency from their moorings and grounded, or blown up
river to sand- bars, where they were grounded. The
and Vice Presidency.
Louisville aud Nashville transfer barge, with six
Amotion was made to proceed to the cars, was blown from the railway dock and went
nominationof candidates for State officers. hard aground on a bar two miles from where it
To this an amendmentwas offered by Ful- started. The steamers Josh V. Throop and Bilverthornwere caught by the wind, chimneys
lenwider that the question be referred to
blown overboard, and boats otherwise badly
the State Central Committee. This pro- riddled. The James Blackman was blown out
duced a good deal of confusion, daring in the river and swamped.
But the most horrible and saddestnews of all
which a proposition was made for a fusion
is the sinking of the transfersteamer Belmont
with either of the old parties on the electoral
and seventeenpassengers who xvere on board.
ticket, bnt all the motions were laid upon The Belmont left here at 7 :30 this morning with
the table, and the electoral ticket was nom- a south-boundpassenger train on a barge.
inated. Then the old question of fusion Abont eight miles below here the storm came
up, and part of the passengero,horror-stricken,
was brought np again by E. H. Baldwin, fled from the cars to the steamer for safety.
who moved to refer the question of with- The barge was torn from the steamer and
drawing a portion of the electors and fusion driven in ahore hard aground, while the cywith the Democraticparty to the State Cen- clone seized the steamer and capsizedit,
the boat going down bottom upward.
tral Committee.An amendment was of- The pilot, cook, and engineer jumped
fered, demanding not less than eleven But- on the barge as the steamer went down.
All the others were in the cabin, and
ler electorson the fusion ticket.
unable to escape. The only officer of the boat
After further discussion Judge Barber lost was John H. Smith, the captain. Those
offered an amendment to the motion pro- lost are as follows : Mrs. W. S. Lyon and daughviding fpr fusion which declared that no ters: Miss Laura Lyon; Mrs. Sarah Bryant;
less than seven electorsbe accepted as the E. 0. Roach and son: CapL John Smith, of
Evansville;Mrs. John Hay, of Owensboro, Ky.;
basis of a trade, and that was adopted by a Mrs., Addle Murray, baby, and niece; Mrs.
vote of 52 to 35. The effect of this Laura Morton, of Bdarfleld, Ala. ; Mrs. Woodamendment is to allow the State Commit- ville, Henderson.Ky.; another white lady,
name unknown ; Mrs. Arthur Hamilton,colored;
tee to withdraw all the electors except the
12-year-old daughter of Emma Bell, colored:
seven and put on Democratic electors, a colored man, name unknown, with a boy and
provided the Democratic committee will girl Those who remained' in the cars on the
place the seven Butler electors on their barge were compelled to sit down with idle
hands and watch the death of their companions.
ticket.
In conversationwith one of the survivorshe
This question having been settled, an- said: “It was such a scene as 1 shall never forget. We were trying to get on the bank. The
other effort was made to refer the matter of
women were huddled in the cabin, some weepputting a State People’s party ticket in the ing, others sitting quietly, fearing the worst, yet
field to the State Central Committee, but prepared for the inevitable.Suddenly,without
that was defeated, and the following were warning, the boat careenedon her side, the guy
ropes to the barge snapping. I jumped for the
put in nomination: Governor, Jesse Har- barge and jnst reachedIt when I hurd a gurgle,
per, of Danville; LieutenantGovernor,H.
and lookingaround, the boat had cone down
C. Yanderwater,of Shelbyville; Secretary head first.aud there was nothing visible but the
of State, E. H. Baldwin,of Joliet;State bottom."
The boat lies In fourteen feet of water and will
Auditor, E. F. Reeves, of Elgin; Attorney be a total loss. She was built In Pittsburghin
General,John M. Given, of Effingham; 1881, cost $22,000, and was insured for $15,000.
State Treasurer, J. B. Clark, of Chicago. She has been running as a transfer packet about
a year and a half, and has weathered several
gales.

Wisconsin Greenbackers.
The Greenbackersand Anti-Monopolists
of

APPALLING CATASTROPHE,

Wisconsin met in joint convention at

Milwaukee, about 100

delegates being in at-

tendance. “The People’s party of Wisconsin” was the name adopted for the fusion.
A resolution pledging hearty support to
Butler and West was adopted. Full State
and electoral tickets were nominated.The
former was as follows: Governor, W. L.
Utley, Racine; Lieutenant Governor,Milan
Ford, Oshkosh; Secretary of State, G. W.

Jones, West Bend; Treasurer,Theodore
Shuman, Prairie du Chien; Attorney General, M. W. Stevens, Green Lake County;
Superintendent of Public Instruction,Dr.
H. S. Browne, Milwaukee; Railroad Commissioner,John Kiefer, Wausau; Insurance Commissioner,J. B. Russell,Neennh.
The following were chosen electors: At
large, Reuben May, of Vernon County, and
Henry Smith, of Milwaukee; First District,
Allen Stetson; Second, Lorenzo Merrill;
Third, E. W. Dwight; Fourth, Theodore
Fritz; Fifth, Edward McGraw; Seventh,
John Wilcox; Eighth, George Will; Ninth,
R. E. Parcher.

Ten Men Burned to Death in a
Circus Train Near Greeley,
Colorado.

A Number

of Others Terribly Injured

—Many

of the Victims from
the Northwest

[Denver telegram.]

The train belonging to the Anglo-American
Circus,Miles Orton proprietor, left Fort Collins for Golden, via the Greeley, Salt Lake and
Pacific Road. Forty minutes later, when near
Greeley, the sleeping car, In which were seventyfive men, employed as roustaboutsof the circus, asleep, caught fire and was wholly consumed. Ten men i>erished. Two were seriously
and five slightly bnrned. The fire was com-

municatedfrom an open torch with which
the car was lighted to a quantityof gasoline
which was being carried in the same car,
causing an explosion. The blazing gasoline
enveloped the sleeping men. One door
of the car was blocked by baggage and the

fire

Nebraska Republicans.
cut off retreat through the other. Before the
train could be stopped men were dropping along
There were 436 delegates in attendance the track from the car windows, many being
at the Republican State Convention, which badly bruised as well as bnrned. The absence
of water rendered effortsto check the fire immet at Omaha. C. H. Gere, of the Lincoln poeslble.As soon as the fire permitted, search
Journal, was chosen Chairman. Presi- In the ruins was made and ten charred bodies
found. The bodies were taken to Greeleyand
dentialelectorswere nominated as follows: an inquest exonerated the railroad company,
Charles H. Dewey, of Douglas; Henry which had no control of the cars. It is impossible to get a complete list of the dead, as
Sprick, of Washington; S. C. Smith, of
many were engaged but a day or two, and their
Gage; A. L. Burr, of Harlan; and John names are unknown. The wounded men were
Mackin, of Greeley— five in all. The fol- brought to Denver and placed in a hospital as
lowing State ticket was chosen: Governor, follows: E. E. Fairbanks, aged 22, arms, legs,
and face badly bnrned, residence nnknown; AlJames E. Dawes (renominated); Lieutenant bert Borden,aged 17, Logan, Kan., arms andfsos
Governor, H. H. Shedd; Secretary of State, badly burned; Thomas Golden, aged 17. DeEd Roggen; Treasurer, Charles H. Willard; troit, Hich., very badly bnrned on the back and
Auditor, H. H. Babcock; Superintendent
of legs; N. J. Zimmerman, aged 18, St Lonis,
Mich., terribly burned abont the arms, legs,
Education, W. W. Jones; Attorney General, back, and face; Frank King, aged 22, MenomiW. Leese; Commissioner of Public Lands nee, Mich., hands and feet badly bnrned;
and Bnildings, James Scott; Chairman Michael MoGlenn, aged 28, Holton, Mich., face
and bands badly bnrned; Hugh O'Donnell,
State Central Committee.Caspar E. Yost.
aged 66, New Orleans, badly burned and in a
critical condition. Alexander McLeod, Marinette, Wls.; Thomas McCarty, Independence,
Michigan Prohibitionists.
Iowa; John Kelly, New York City; Silverthorn,
The Michigan State Prohibition Conven- residence nnknown; others, called respectively
Andy, George, Frank, Frenohy, and Smithy.
tion met at Lansing, Aug. -27. The morn- Last named nnknown. Frenohy was from Deing was taken up in effecting a temporary troit The men were in the habit of entering the
car with torches and were culpablycareless.The
organizationand in appointing committees. accident was due solely to that cause.
In the afternoon resolutions were adopted
declaring against fusion, favoring woman
suffrage,and claiming that the Republicans
were unable to grapple with the liquor question. Candidates were then nominated as

follows: Governor,David Preston; Lieutenant Governor, Alonzo Sherwood; Treasurer, A. B. Cheney; Secretiry of State,
Zachnriah Chase; Auditor General, 0. E.
Downing; Commissioner State Land Office,
Barcus; Attorney General, J. H. Fatem;
Superintendent Public Instruction, Joseph
B. Steeve; member Board of Education,
Isaac W. Mackeever; electors -at-large, the
Rev. John Russell and Prof. Samuel

Dickie.

_

:

Texas Greenbackers.

The

State Greenback Convention of
Texas met at WaCo. It was decided that a

SCIENTIFICSURGERY.
A

Nose Made Out of

Two

Finger Joints-

[New York special.]
Prof. Sabine, of the College of Physicians

and Surgeons,the

leading rhinoplastic or

skin-grafting surgeon

of the world, has

dismissed as cured from Bellevue Hospital

Thomas Colt,

a scrofulous patient.Three
ate away most of
Colt’s nose, completely destroying the bone
and leaving only portionsof the nostrils.
Dr. Sabine out away the diseased portions
and'nafted upon the face the middle finger
of the patient’s left hand, making a nose.
The operation was successful,the patient
gaining a nose and losing two joints of one

months ago the disease

finger. Medical men pronounce Dr.
Butler-Westelectoral ticket be put in
Sabine’s feat the most wonderful in the
the great stars shining in the heavens,
the field. The platform opposes leases of records of rhinoplasticsurgery.
so in this life-eclipse have these men
public or school lands in larger tracts than
beheld the lights of the great eternity, 640 acres; favors the policy of selling
burning solemnly and forever.— Long- school lands in small tracts on long time;
ITEMS.
fellow.
and advocates the regulation of railroad
Somebody wants subscriptionstor a
freights. Nominations for State officers
“Five thousand molecules can sit were made. It is generallyufiderstood that monument to Artemus Ward.
He was restless, and roamed nerv
ously around the room, upsetting the comfortably on the point of a pin.” the Greenbackerswill support G. Washing“Oub Castes” is the name of a Poetoffioe
Herein the molecnle differs materially ton Jones, Independentcandidate for Goy- in Kansas. A Chicago man is the Postpiano-stool and punching the dog in
stead of the fire, then desperately from man.— Norristown Herald,
emor.
master.
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in the sun’s eclipse we can
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Oatmeal Ntae

Dap

Old.

I find that oatmeal-porridgeis greatly
improved by being made some days be-

COHQUERED BT LOVE;

fore it is required,then stored in a
closed jar, brought forth and heated
for use. The change effected, is just
that which theoreticallymay be expected— namely, a softening of the
fibrous material and a sweetening due
to the formation of sugar. This sweetening I observed many years ago in
some gruel that was partly eaten one

-OR-

night and left standing until next
morning, when I thought it tasted
sweeter, but, to be assured of this, I
had it warmed again two nights afterward, so that it might be tasted under
the same conditions of temperature,
palate, etc., as at first. The sweetness
was still more distinct, but the experiment was carried no further.
I have lately learned that my ensilage
notion is not absolutelynew. A friend
who read my Cantor lectures tells me
that he has long been accustomed to
have seyen dishes of porridge in his
larder, correspondingto the days of
the week, so that next Monday’s breakfast was cooked the Monday before,
and so on, each being warmed again on
the day fixed for its final execution,
and each being thus seven days old.
He finds the result more digestible
than newly mode porridge. The classical nine days’ old pease-pudding is a
similar anticipation, and I find, rather
curiously, that nine days is about the
limit to which it may* be practically
kept before mildew— moldiness— is sufficiently established to spoil the pudding.— FF. Mathew Williams, in Popular Science Monthly.

A Woman’s Pride.

like me, or she would not treat me so. Ob, sir
I am so miserable!"
“What have you beep Jdoing to cause her to
misuse you, child?"
"Oh, I know I did wrong, but I cannot help It,
sir. I have an old spelling-book, which a kind
lady gave me, and I do love to study so much
that sometimes,when I get my work done, I go

DR.

away by myself and try to pronounce soma

of the long, hard words by first sjiellingthem.
She found me to-day up in my room and threatened to burn my book, and tried to make me
give it up to her. Oh. sir, should I have done
so? It is all the book I have. The rest have all
been burned from me. Do you think that I did
wrong, sir?"
“No, my little girl; I think that you should be
INTRODUCTION.
allowed to cultivate your mtud, especiallywhen
Nestled among the Berkshire hills,near At- you are so eager to learn. How old are you?"
“Twelve years old, sir. But I must go now, or
lantic's stormy main, not many years ago, was
I shall be punished again."
a tiny bat flourishing village. Its inhabitants
“Wait a moment What is the matter with
were of the ffenus homo sort of people who de- your arm? Why have you that bondage around
it?"
lighted In cleanlinessand exhibited a marked preAlice flushed painfully is she said:
ference for white paint, and in consequencefrom
“Oh, that is only where she threw the poker
a distance the villageresembled a huge snow- at me because I was sittingthinking, after you
drift surrounded by rifts of green. On the left me to-day, and had not quite finished
work. But, oh. sir, I was so tired."
outskirts of this village,In an isolated nook,
My-poor child! To be living In dread of pungloomy and desolate, stood a dilapidated inn of ishment if she but rests a moment
What
ancient build and architecture,its tall chimneys brutes they must be, to be sure."
The next morning, bright and early, Mrs.
toweringabove the hill tops, as though striving

By Fannie Deeping.
CHAPTER L

my

1

draw attention from the many American travpassingthat way. It had the reputation of
being wholly satisfactory in hospitality,good
fare, and cleanliness,and therefore was patronized greatly. This inn, called -Travelers' Ketreat,”was kept by one Herr Mlnkler and his
wife, generous ijeojde, who had but very little
kaowiedge of the English language; however,
a sufficientsupply, as will be seen, for ordinary
purposes.

to

elers

Prescott arose and wandered out Into the
grounds, where she was soon Joined by her son.
“Oh, mother, I have a projiosltlonto make to
you; please grant it?“

The above are the opening chapters
interestingserial tale to be commenced in No. 38 of the Chicago Ledger. Subscriptionprice $1 a year. Adof an
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AID ALL MALARIAL DISEASES

J

The proprietor of this eslobratod medicine justly claims for it a superiorityover
all remedies ever offered to tht public for
the SAFE, CERTAIN, SPEEDY and PERMANENT cure of Ague and FsVsr, or Chills
and Fever, whether of short or long standing. Ho refers to the entire Western and
Sonthern country to boar him testimony to
the truth of the assertion that in no case
whatever will it fkil to ouro if the directions are strictly followed and carried out.
In a groat many oases a single dose has
been sufficient for a ouro, and whole families havo been oured by a single bottle, with
a perfect restorationof the general health.
It is, however, prudent, end in tvory ease
mors certain to ouro. If its use is continued
in smaller dosos for a week or two after the
diseasehas been ohsoked, mors especially
in difficult and long-standingoases. Usually this medioina will not require any aid
to keep the bowels in good order. Should
the patient.howovor, reauire a cathartic
medioina. after having taken three or four
doses of tne Tonic, a single dose of BULL'S
VEGETABLE FAMILY PILLS will bo sufficient
BULL'S SARSAPARILLA is the old and
reliable remedy for impurities of the blood
aud Scrofulous affections—the Xing of
Blood Purifiers.
DR. JOHN BULL'S VEGETABLE
DESTROYER is prepared in the form of
candy drops, attraotivo to ths sight and
pleasant to the taste,

FRAZERS
GREASE

BIST IN THB WORLD.
I
dress
Ledger, Chicago, HL
or Oet the Genuine/ Bold areenrwhere.
The day upon which our story opens was very [Back numbers supplied.]
fine. The lawn in front of the inn had been recently mown, the trees trimmed, the spacious
The Sweet Girl Graduate.
walk swept thoroughly, and its general appearance that day went far toward verifyingits far
Somnolent lies the pickle in its briny
renowned reputation. At about 8 o'clock
bath, and in dreamy idleness the wad
p.
the . old lumbering stage was
heard rattling
the graded road, of chewing-gumlies on the window-sill.
and all was eager expectancyat - the Athwart the glinting sunbeams in their
Travelers' Retreat Herr Mlnkler entirely appropriatedone window, being a square-shoul- lonely search the shivered corset-steel
acred, corpulent,broad-faced man. with red intrudesits sinuons length, while in far
whiskers, small gray eyes, and a huge nose. He
was no beauty, ns you may imagine. But plain off delly dells of the bosky woodland
faces oft-times are beautified by a brilliantly cops the curl paper flutters in sad-eyed
If
feel dull, drowsy,
cultivated mind and an unsullied character. But
idleness, for the bangs it never more
Herr Mlnkler wus au exception,being avariBTJXaXa’B
frequent
A Boston Idea.
will clasp.
broken garter here, an
cious, cunning, and a willingpartner In any petty
crime which was likelyto consist of booty. Hia
imdarned stocking there, a few bent SMITH'S TONIC SYRUP,
mouth tastes bad, poor appeVisitors to the Public Garden, Boswife and himself were well mated, for she was
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA,
ton, may have noticed a number of greedy to a fault, and although anxious to ap- and scattered hairpins— they are little
tite, tongue coated,
are
novel and tasteful devices in the ar- pear perfect in the eyes of the public, was very things, but oh! how mutely yet how
BULL’S WORM DESTROYER,
careful, if possible, to assistall In her power lu
troubled
with
torpid
liver
or
rangement of the shrubbery about the any monev-making escapade. Dame Minkler pathetically they tell the hungry heart
The Popular Ramedtoa of tha Day.
that
the
sweet*
girl
graduate
has
fled
Washington Monument. A gentleman was standing at the only other win11 biliousness.”
will
Prlaclpal Offlee, 881 Mala St., LOUISVILLE, KT.
dow in the bar-room, her short, fleshy form
from Malaga, who was a Spanish Com- clearlyoutlined against the panes, while her and is now engaged in catching beaux
suffer,
a few bottles of
or Short- Hand and Typo
missioner at the recent foreign exhibi- nose, flattened against one of them, appeared to and tieckleB.— PittsburghChronicle.
I EARN vimlRySe;
aas'tw.
niaiAi’UBaustsemssi
:«re. ru
Hituationa
furniinod.
its fullestcapacity.Her looks belied her chartion, furnished these designs. One of
Halt Bitters will
INE BROH- JauBHviile. Win.
* * * Pile tumors, rupture and fistulas, ! Address VALENTINI
acter. She was clever nnd good-naturedlookthese devices is the crux ansata, a ing enough.
radically cured by improved methods. Kook
cure
you
not
perThe stage rattled up to the gate. The door two letter stamps. World's Dispensary Med- ANYONE
looped cross emblematic of eternal life.
culara
to
135
La
Hallo
street,
Room
2,
Chicago,
111.
was opened,and a lady and gentleman alkhted. ical Association.
suaded to try something else
Buffalo, N. Y.
This was a familiar Egyptian symbol.
“Is this a tavern?" asked the younger of the
two,
a
line-featured
young
man,
raising
his
hat.
Another striking device is the coat-ofsaid to be just as
< Reading that is bad for the eyes— Volumes
“Yes, sir. Can we do anytiug for you, gemarms of Alhamar, a word meaning men
of Binoko,— Philadelphia Chronicle.
V"
sale by all dealers.
“Only God is all-powerful.” This is
“Have you any spare rooms that we might hire
No.
150,000.
from the walls of the Alhambra. The for a few days?"
“Z&Il mine yung friend,wo hav* got dat samel
1 his is the number actually reached
coat-of-armsof St. Peter is also dis- Me an Katrina,we do all we can i>ossible to
this week by the Mason & Hamlin Or- Popularity and Uaefulnenaa of Dr. Kenneplayed here. The sword of the famous mak’ de beeplea comfterbte.”
"Ah! Then you are the landlord, I judge?"
gan and Piano Company in the regular
Moorish hero Boabdil is represented in
dy's Favorite Remedy— A Thrilling Let“Daryou be right, sure! but comes in; Ivill
numbering of their world-renowned ter from a Master Mechanic.
DETROIT, MICH.
the shrubbery, and the little hatchet how you de ’comodations."
with which the youthful Washington "We will take your word for it my good sir, cabinet organs. Having commenced
Mari
f.u Mkchanic'b k Rurr.’a Orrics, )
as everything exteriorly wears so neat .an asbusiness in 1854, the average number Lowell Repair Shop* of the Boaton & Lowell R. RM >
executed his famous assault upon the pect.”
Lowell, Mom., March 21, 188J. )
of organs produced per annum has been
cherry tree.
map of North and
Dr. David Kennedy, Roundout, N. Y.:
8o
saying,
he
settled
with
the
hackman,
5,000,
which
is
100
per
week
for
the
South America is also depictedin this
Dear Sir— 1 tliinkit la due to you that I should
and assisted his mother along the walk Inthe followingstatement,and I make it volunhay-fever.
plot about the equestrian statue, and to the hall. They were shown their entire 1,500 weeks of their business nialu;
tarily and willingly: On the 4th day of Jane, itfi,
I
fMJJ. , have been a Hay
the^representation
of Cuba suggests the mite of rooms, consisting of a small parlor, career. The Mason & Hamlin organs I was token with what waa called pnralyniR of the
bowela.The seizurewaa unexpectedkud terrible.
or sufferer threa
tastefullv furnished,and two bed chambers
warning counsels of Washingtonin the communicating. They were well pleased; and have been sent to every civilized coun- The stomach nnd other organ* seemed to sympathize
[years; have often heard
with it. und to have loxt all power of action. For a
try,
and
their
sale
was
never
greater
the
refreshing
repast
which
followed,
was
very
farewelladdress against “the insidious
Ely's Cream Balm
long time my life was despairedof, but at length I reappetizing, and relished by Iwth mother and
than at the present time, averaging covered so far as to be aide to ride out. By t
wiles of foreign influence.” Altogether
spoken of in the highson. Mrs. Prescott was the lady's name. She
jest terms; didnottaks
these designs are in excellent taste, and was travelingfor her health; had been all over from 10.000 to 15,000 organs per an»Ht physiciansof Lo _
__
inch stock in it bnEurope,
accompanied
by
her
son,
and
was
soon
num.—
Boston
Journal.
furnish an agreeable variety to the
ton, whom I consulted,able to afford me more than
to embark for home. Her husband was a great
of the many
transientrelief.I gained no strength, aud ray case
stereotyped forms of garden decoration. speculator, and had been very sucoesstulthus
Twenty-fourHours to Live.
lack medicine*.A
appeared ^mosUwyhm. Ini tho fall a frii ' *
__ to try KKNNKDX’ri FAVOUITK K
They suggest that a useful stimulus far in his stocks. He very seldom, if ever, left From John Kuhn, Lafayette,Ind., who anpersuaded me to
EDY, and sltltongh
I
home, preferring the solitude and quiet of his
although opposedto patent medicines
modidn
the Balm, and wltfe
may be given to biographical and his- own
study in New York to the fatiguesof nounces that be Is now in “perfect health," made the trial. To make a long story short,FAREMEDY, iu
in my Opinion,
opinion, saved ray
most wonderful
torical study by thus bringing its em- travel He was, naturally, of a nnlet disjioBi- we have the following: “One year ago I was, VORITE sMuanva,
life. I considerit the best preparation in the wo
-T. 8. Gxeb»
tion, acquiescing in all of his wife s wishes, and
for stomach difficulties,as well as of tho liver in.,
blems before the eyes.
and
doting on his son, their only child. Mrs. Pres- to all appearance, In the lost stages of con- other organs. 1 am glad to ssy it la in generaluse
lyracuse. N. Y.
Crenm llnlm is a
cott was refined and lady-like, and very proud
sumption. Our best physiciansgave my case among the railroad men in this vicinity.Yours, etcremedy founded on ^
A. J. GIFFORD.
You Can’t Make 9500 by Reading This, of her stainlessancestry, and at an early age in up. I finallygot so low that our doctor said
correct
diaguosiaof
life strove to Inculcate in her sou’s mind thclmMr.Gifford is tho Master Mechanic of tho Lowell
this disc,
disease, and can bo
even if ybu have chronic nasal catarrh in its portanceof her teachings.
I could not live twenty-fourhours. My divisionof the Boston k Lowell Railroad,and hia illd
depended
uded upon. aOo.as
ftOo.a*
worst stapes, for although this amount of reShe was tall and alight,with a well-bred air
ward has, for many years, been offered by about every movement, amali, well-shaped friends then purchaseda bottle of Dr. Wm. ness aud recovery are known to many who can testify KL^ROfi &l>" ^ ^'bwcgO A y
10o‘
the proprietorsof Dr. Sape's Catarrh Kemo- hands and feet, and a gentle, well-modulated Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs, which benefited to the facts In his letter.
trow to mini a haitt
dy for any case of catarrh they cannot cure, voice. She wore a travelingdress of gray me. I continued until I took nino bottles. I
Use this medicine for ail diseasesof the Blood, Kidrhlldhood it a ^uwtlos of
yet, notwithstandingthat thousands use the barege,with dainty lace tinting at neck and
neys, Liver,Stomscb. Bowels, and Hkln. It may save
rrMtniom.nllo wry parent. It
Kemedy, they are seldom called upon to pay wrists. Her eyes were as dark and changeable am now In perfect health, having used no you or yours from pain andldcath.
It k hnprerikaMn
to pretld. U»
as her son's; she called him Hal oh. They had
til.on. wtlk lufflrl.ntMMirti'itoMt
the reward, and when they have been so call- ought this retreat for quiet and rest for a tew other medicine.^
Addrou,if desired,Dr. David Kennedy, Bondout,
from n.Uir.'i inpply no bottor tubed upon, they have universallyfound that days, ere starting for home. “I want to get a
N.Y.
itltutocut bo found tkM Kldp'n
Young Men, Read This.
the failure to cure was wholly due to some good taste of the rural,”she had said to Ralph,
Food, ttldfo'.Food hat tuaoM.
The Voltaic Belt Co., of Marshall Mich.,
frillyreared more rblldreethui tit
overlookedcomplication, usually easily re- lere we go back to the close,dusty city again.
oUiot
foodt combin'd.Four tkot,
moved by u slight modificationof the treat- She led film wheresoevershe listed, for her wish offer to send their celebratedElectro- VolreUillnftt Me.. Me., Sl.tt.
•MLTfomdlo WoOLRICHi CO.,
ment. therefore, if this should meet the eye was his law. A more dutiful son never ex- taic Belt and other Electric Appliances
Klmrr, Mm*., for PtmphWtaon Ibe
of anybody who has made faithfultrial of isted than Ralph Prescott, hts parentsdeclared. on trial for thirty days, to men (young or
lubjtct.
"Well, mother," exclaimed Ralph, "I believe I
old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of
this great and World-famedKemedy without
will take a stroll around the premises, with your
vitality and manhood, and all kindred troureceivinga perfect and jtcrmntietil cure therepermissiou.while you are getting aoauainted
from. that person will do well to either call with your now domicile. So, au revolrl and ho bles. Also for rheumatism,neuralgia, pa- upon us. Therefore it is importantthat remedial
upon or write to the proprietors, the World's playfully kissed his finger-tips to her and left ralysis, and many other diseases. Complete agents should be at hand to be used in an emergency,
when we are made to feel the excruciatingagonies of
re deration to health, vigor, and manhood
Dispensary Medical Association, of Buffalo, the room.
or tho depressing influence of disease.
guaranteed.No risk is incurred, as thirty pain,
a whole picture gallery. Gives wholesale
N. Y., giving all the particulars and symptoms
Such a remedial agent exists in that old Reliable
days' trial is allowed. Write them at once Family Remedy,
prices direct to consumer!on all goods for
in the case. By return mail they will get good
CHAPTER II.
for illustrated pamphlet, free.
advice,free of all costs.
personal
family use.
ALICE.
Tells bow
order, and.
Write far a Copy.
A bummehy proceeding— taking off your As Ralph Prescottstepped into the ball he
gives
cost of evflannel.— Chicoff) Bye.
If you would like to know all about the reheard a stifled sob, mingled with the sound of a
ery thing
use, drink,,
scrubbing-brushabove him, and beheld a little markable curative agent called Compound
eat, wear,
have fun
thin, ragged figure at the top of the staircase Oxygon, write to Dre. Starkey & Palen, 1109
Throat and Lung Diseases
busily scouring and washing the steps. She Girard su, Philadelphia, for their Treatise on
with.
invaluable*
a specialty. Send two letter stamps for a was barefooted, aud it amused him not a little, Compound Oxygen. Sent free.
books contain information gleaned from
large treatise giving self-treatment.Address her evident mortification, as sbo strove never
It was the first and b the only permathe markets of the world. We will mail
Where other remedies have failed Athlo*
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Buf- so hard to cover them with the poor apologyfor
a dress which she wore, and which barely fell to
nent Pain Reliever.
falo, N. Y.
phoros has been found to work like a charm.
a cony Free to any addressupon receipt
her knees.
Jones & Bryan, of Lancaster, Wis., sold a
of tne postage— 8 cents. lit ns hear
She stopped scrubbingto answer the questlona
In China a son is obliged to divorce his wife
bottle to an old and respectedcitircn of that ITS MERITS
UNSURPASSED.
from you. Respectfully,
with which he was plying her, while her color
If she displeases his parents.Mother-in-law
town, who, having vainly tried all other
came and went in childish embarrassment.
means something in China.
remedies, was cured of rheumatism by a
There is nothing to equal It. In a few momenta It
"Well, my little maid, how do yon do?" he
•Ingle bottle of the new specific.Price, 81 cures
asked, as an excuse for addressing her, and gratBetter Than Diamond*,
ifying the curiosity he felt upon observing her per bottle. If your druggist hasn’t It, send
Colic, Cramps, Spasms, Heartburn, Diand of greater value than fine gold Is a great in tears.
to Athlophor.osCo., 122 Wall street, N. Y.
“Quite well I thank yon, sir," she answered,
tonic and renovator like Kidney-Wort. It
arrhffia,Dysentery,Flux,
Pure Cod-Liver Oil, made from selected
expels all poisonous humors from the blood, with axharmlng littlecourtesy.
Dyspepsia, Sick
“Whit is your name, may I ask?"
livers on the sea shore, by Caswell,Hazard
tones up the system and by acting directly
“My name, sir, is Alice."
x. For Horae or Mtoam Powar
& Co., New York. It is absolutelypure and
on the most iroportjnt organs of the body
Headache.
“That la a very sweet name, to my notion.
#-3 Hundreds of the beat man In M Stems
sweet. Patients who have onoe token it
stimulates them to healthy action and reBCTI and Territoriesuse tt and will have
But. Alice what else?. What is your family name,
prefer it to all others. Physicians hare destores health. It has effectedmany marvel- Alice?"
It la found to
other I
cided it superior to any of the other oils in
ous cures and for all kidney diseases and
[IRELIAB
RELIABLE! DURABLE! SIMPLE!!
other kindred troubles it is an Invaluable
I don’t know; I never heard, sir!" she replied.
remedy.
“And are yon not our landlord’s own child?"
Hay-Feveh. After trying in vain for
“Sir.” she said, as she drew her little figure
eleven years to cure my Hay-Fever, I purWhat person mentionedin the Scripture erect,
When all other Remedies fail.
and assumed an air of hauteuramusing in
would have made a good husband for a tall one so young, "I do not know what right you chosed a bottle of Ely's Cream Balm, which
MIS ft NYMAN, Tlffln, Ohio.
laundress?A-hi-tub.
WHEN USED EXTERNAIXY,
have to ask me so many questions.I had rather entirely relieved me.— R. W. Harris, Letter
Carrier,
Newark,
N.
J.
Price
80
cents.
not answer a perfect stranger.” And ere he
could recover from his astonishment at such a
Farmers’ Foliy.l
'PISO
It stands to reason that an oil that cannot
manifestation of juvenile spirit, she had resumed
Some farmers adhere, even againstthe full her work again.
bo made rancid, and one that has the greatest
, If hot a positivecure, they
light of fact and discovery, to the old-fash_ gives them relief when no
He could not bnt respect the "little sprite," as solvent and penetrating powers, while free
i sections of the country where
ioned folly of coloring butter with carrots, he termed her to himself.
from all irritatingproperties, would make the
7j
annatto, and inferior substances, notwith“Bnt, by George, she has spunk," he mentally finest hair c il in the world. Such is Carbolina.
standing the splendid record made by the concluded. "I don't believe she is any connecImproved Butter Color, prepared by Wells, tion of that uncouth old German and his fran.
G.N.D.
No. 80-84.
For twenty years I was a suffererduring
there Is no remedy held In greater esteem.
Richardson & Co., Burlington,Vt At scores I am sorry that I offended the little LUiputfan the summer months with Hay-Fever. I prb- Prevails
Persons traveling should keep it by them.
princess, for I should like to befriend her if she
WRITING TO ADVERTISERS,
of the hot agriculturalfairs it has received
would allow me. But, what pride! Almost cured a bottle of Ely’s Cream Balm, and was
IT please say yon saw tha advertisement
the highestaward over all competitors.
ALL PBUQQI8TM.
in this paper.
equal to my own mother's." He had sauntered cured by ita use.— Charlotte Parker,
toward the stables,and seeing the hostler at no Waverly, N. Y.
A slekpy head is often possessedof a nod great distance,his soliloquy turned Into anidea.— AVtc York Journal.
Skinny Men. "Wells' Health Renewer" restores
other channel
He took in great draughts of the exhilarating health and vigor,cures Dyspepsia,Impotence. 11.
air, then reluctantlyretraoed his steps. The
Horsford's Acid Phosphate,
dews of twilight were falling,the birds calling
Chapped Hands, Face, Pimples and rough
FOR ALCOHOLISM.
their young ones home, and the sweet evening Skin, cured by using Juniper Tab Soap, mad*
Dr. C. 8. Ellis, Wabash, Ind., says: “I bells in the little white villagewere chiming the by Caswell,Hazard ft Co., Mow York.
prescribedit for a man who had used intoxi- hour for prayer. What a hallowed, restful feelcants to excess for fifteen years, but during ing came to the young man as the bells smote
“Rough on Tooth Ache." Ask for it. Inthe last two years has entirely abstained. his ears, and seemed to strike a chord of harHe thinks the Acid Phosphate is of much mony somewhereIn his heart His had been stant relief,quick cure. 16c. Druggists.
an unselfish,stainless life, so far; happy, carebenefit to him.'’
Ir a cough disturbs your sleep, one dose of
free. No toil had hardened hia hands or caused
Plso's Cure will give you a night's rest.
to dampen his brow. In short, his
The world doughs every man the bread that perspiration
life had been one cloudlets summer day.
he kneads.— IfWtc/kill 'Hmcf.
As he re-entered the hall he heard load, angry
"Rough on Pain." Porous Plaster, for Backtones proceeding from the kitchen, ac&ris the Diamond Byes more coloring companiedby a childa pleading voice. The ache, pains in the Chest, Rheumatism. 25c.
is given than in any known Dyes, and they voice, no doubt, was that of Alice, and she
Headache Is immediately relieved by the
give faster and more brilliant colors. 10c at being severelyreprimanded for some trivial
use of Plso's Remedy for Catarrh.
all druggists'. Wells, Richardson & Co., Bur- fault by Dame Minkier.
Ere he had gained the parlor door, with a lit*
lington,
Sample Card, 82 colors, and
“Rough on Dentist" Tooth Powder. Flna
tie scream, Alice ran by him, and was in the act
b ok or directions for 2c. stamp.
Smooth, Cleansing, Refreshing, Preservative.I5e.
of flying up the stairs, when he arrested her
cremation is one of the burning questioni flight by saying: "My poor Alice, what is the
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shades.

in an endless

number of

styles

and designs.

act of 1888.

An

occasional talk on these subjects by

would not be a compliance with

a teacher

law. The law

the

books and the giving

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY dN HAND.

Garden? Farming Tools.

requires the use of text

the

of instructionto

COIMHE EAH/LIT

pupils of the school, and this instruction

should be of such a nature as to give to
every scholar a general knowledge of these

The best of

subjects;and they should be taught with

same thoroughnessas

the

BEST BABO-AIITS

Q-ET

and

Holland, Mich., Aug, 6th, 1884.

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

is required of

other studies.

and White Lead.

Yours respectfully,

VAN RIPER,

J. J.

can be obtained of ns.

Attorney General.

We

A Walking Skeleton.

keep all kinds of

Mr. E. Springer, of Mechanicsburg,Pa.

writes; “I was

afflicted

Suited Fence

with lung fever

Wire

and abscess eu lungs, and reduced to a
walking skeleton. Got a
Dr. King’s
tion,

New

which did

Discovery for Consump-

me

much

so

COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,
have

good that I

WHIPS, PUMPS,

bought a dollar bottle. After using three

more

bottles, found myself once

a

gain in flesh of 48

lbs.” Call at H. Walsh’s Drug Store and

Ginghams.

GIVE US A CALL.

Board of Education.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

1st, 1884.

Members present: Beach, De Roo, Mc-

We promiseprompt and gentlemanlytreatment
and good bargains, to all who trade with us.

Bride, Steffensand Boggs.

The Committee on Teachers recommended that second grade certificatesbe
granted to all of the teachers employed.—
Adopted.
The Committee on School Furniture re
ported that seats of the kind ordered by
the Board could not be bad and that seats
to the amount of $188.00 had been ordered
of the Battle Creek FurnitureCo.

1884.

act.
special

Newspaper in Michigan.

Hamburg Edgings. 97-41
LADIES’ AM) GENTS’ HAHDKEECHIEFS,

SIXjK

Me

COTTON!

N3D

A.

NECKWEAR!

GENTS’

MSI!

A

RELIABLE SELF-CURE.

3

I
A favoi prescription of
BHPnTfavarlte
|

one of the
most noted and ssuccessfulspecialistsIn the U. 8.

I

In

full stock of

always on hand.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., March

i

27, 1884.

THE FREE PRES^
FOB THE CAMPAIGN.

the salary for

to

THE FREE PRESS CO.,

Detroit, Midi,

Jewelry Watches,

room No. 9

On Market

DIAMONDS,
Silrtnue, fltltivan,

recommend your

ui

£

Fancy Goods,

Gold and Silver Watches at Bear

Elec-

The largestassortment of

M

GD I -A.

medicine known and will positivelycure

RINGS

N 3D

O

by H.

tle

year. Sold

Walsh.

_

They

I

—and a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

H. B. Cochran, druggist, Lancsster Pa.,
baa guaranteed over 800 bottles of

Burdock

Blood Bitten for dyspepsia,billons

at-

OUT OF ORDER.
Is

not

a

c)** NO EQUM

French

cook, but doubtless knows something

Biking Powder
should be made from Cream Tartar and
Soda only. DeLand & Co., who are large
manufacturenof Saleratus and Soda, began tbe manufacture of their Chemical
Baking Powder some time ago on above
principles and our merchants are now offering it to an appreciative public. Sold
about the art, says that

REBBSSShISMEG
’

o

SO UNION SQUARE NEWY0RK.

o-

FOR RALE BY

MEYER, BROUWER
dealer* in

ITOIMi
J.

CARPETS,

Will PAPER,

Doesburg pub-

— and—
lished the News, and strongly recommends
SB TT SR I A. Xi 0
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil for coughs, sore
River St.. Holland. Mieh.
throat, cataarh and asthma.

ASSETS.

To the Ladies.— Boll your Baking

Pow

lam prepared to do repairing and engraving
promptly and in the best manner.

Come and examine our stock. No
trouble to show Goods.

Holland, Mich., May

the working class. Send 10 cents
postage, and wo will mall yon/r«,
valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making more money In a few days than yoa ever
thought possible at any business. Capital not required. We will start yon. Yon can work all the
time or In spare time only. Tbe work Is universally adapted to both
h sexes, yonng
young and old, Yon
can easilyearn horn 50 cents to
That all who want wi
Ided “flcrTto all who are
make this onparelle

O.

BREYMAN.

12,

1884. 48-lv

If

if

you smell ammonia don’t use

yon find flour or starch left in

don’t use

it

it.

tbe water,

unless you like to be cheated.

If it smells old and tastes bitter, it is

allum

don’t use it. Test every kind you can find

and then
will

test

DeLand’s Chemical and you

fad nothing

left in the water,

u

It

contains nothing but Cream Tartar and
which means pure Baking Powder.

H.

BEST,

25-tf

SUMMER HAS COME!
FACTS REGARDING

—

and-

TOMB THB
those
diseases requiring a certain and efflclen
especiallyDyspepsia, WantofAppetlte.lndlgestion, Lack of Strength, etc.. Its use Is marked
with Immediate and wonderfulresults. BoHes,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Brain Power.
a
suffering from all complaints
L
D I E O peculiar to tlielrsex wllfflndIn
DB. HABTEBt IbON TONIC a safe and speedy
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
The strongest testimony to the value of Db.
Hjutkr’s Iron Tonic is that ftwqnent attempts
at counterfeitinghave only added to the popularity of the original. If you earuestlydesire health
do not experiment—get tbe ORIGINAL AND BUT.

TOMC,

ffmieo

_

G.

STEKETEE & BOS
have a loll line of

Summer Dress

Goods

!

—and—
Straw Hats of

all Descriptions

!

A large variety of

\FuiIof stranaa and nsafal information,free.#
Or. HARTift'aIron Tonio it for Sale by am
Druggists and Dealers Everywhiri.
8-lj

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

Mortgage Sale.

Also a very large and assorted stock ef

_

GOOIDS

D.,Propfr.

FRESH GROCERIES

Thirtieth

nui

m*

m ws

day of September,

rsm

™

^

’

sale, !*.: The

southeast quarter (K) of the northwestquarter (X)
and the aouthweet quarter (M) of the northeast
quarter (jfl of section three (8), town five (5), north

ITS A. OAXX«.

give

PLUG TOBACCO!

SSaS

Everythi^amjUInlngUhto^jMdrugstore of this advertisement and
C0Mt4nUj

1884,

one o'clock In the afternoon of said day, at the
front door of the Court House of Ottawa County,
We are agents for the Celebrated “Dock" Brand
1 Grand Haven, In said of Plug Tobacco. Every customer baying this to_________ at public auction or ven- bacco has a chance of drawing an alarm clock. ,
le nighcst bidder the premisesIn said
mortgage described, or so much thereof as will
satisfy said debt and the interest and expense
at

A completeassortmentof

not ^
r»£«aSpra aiVE
m.

BOONE.

Drug Store.

a royal,

their whole time to the work. Great ni
absolutely ears. Don’t delar. Start now.
d«s« ftroiioM A Co.. Fortland. Maine.

not cheaper

Holland, July 28th. 1882.

JDJRjIT

for

^50cent*

if

than any party in thta city.

WARD

for

der and

as cheap,

Defanlt having been made in the conditions of a
certain mortgage dated May Fourth (4th),A. D.
1870, and executed by Robert Akerly and Sary C.
bis wife, to George W. Joscelj-n,and recorded Which we intend to keep as completeas pos
August second (2ua), A. D. 1870, In the office of Bible embracing all the the latest and best made
the Registerof Deeds for Ottawa County,Michi- fabrics.
gan, in Liber 11 of Mortgages, on page 404, npon
which mortgage there is claimed to be dne, at the
We have In stoc|c constantly
date of this police, four hundred and ninetyB. B.
M.
seven dollars and nineteen cents (8497.12.)and
no suit or proceedingsat law ovin equity having
been instituted to recoverthe debt or any part
Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescription thereof secured by said mortgage.now.thercfore.bv
clerk, has charge, and will be found at all hours, virtue of the power of sale In said mortgage
and a superior stock of Canned Goods.
readv to compound prescriptions in a thoroughly contained, and of the statute In such case made
and provided, notice is hereby given that on the
reliablemanner.

FIRST

00.

in cans only;

In Holland, Mich., O.

Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.

All the

In this

purposes, which I will furnish

In all

A

tacks, liver aid kidneys.

HEARSE

St.Mt'ikTcuk

also keep on^haad a large assortmentof

SPECTACLES

near Eighth.

with the finest hones and carriagesfor funeral

regulate
in doctor’s

at fifty cents a bot-

Food.— Some one who

city,

-

blood and regulate the bowels. Ne fami-

Street,

I have the newest and best

:

ever displayed la this City.

Kidney and Liver complaints. Purify tbe
afford to be without them.

b

TRUE

<
x!

sonable Trices.

my customen, they give entire satisfactionaud are rapid sellers.”
Electric Bitten are the purest and best

THE 0HLT

Cti

tric Bitten to

save hundndsof dollan

B003STE1,

The oldest established Stable in the city.

Mr. T. W. Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes:
"I never hesitate

bills every

IEEE.

We will lend the WEEKLY Fill:;.
FBE88 until after election for only ZJ
CENTS,

-Dealer in-

Thousands Say So.

can

In-

stantlyto a Glosst Black by a single ap.
plicationof this DTB. Sold by Druggists*
or sent by express on receiptof tl.
Office,44 Murray Street, New York.
TDn'S MANUAL OF USEFUL RECEIPTS FREE.

Committee on Appleton’s

T. J. Boggs, Secretrry.

will

TOTTS
HAIR DYE.
Gray Haih ob Whiskers changed

sealed envelope/Vea.DnifflstecaDflUlU
Address DR. WARD A CO, LouWaaa, Mo.

plain

Otto Breyman

was fixed at $800.00. Adjourned.

ly

FREE!

O-BfOOBR/IBS
G.

Headers recommended that they should be
placed in rooms No. 1 and 2.— Adopted.

On motion

best

and MALARIA,

acne, rauneia alter eating, aversion to
exertionof body or mind, Eructation
of food, Irritability of temper, Eow
spirits, A feeling of having neglected
some duty, Dtxxlness, Flutteringat the
HeartjDota before the eyes, highly col*
ored trine, CONSTIPATION; and demand the use of a remedy that acts directly
on the Liver, AsaLivermedicinoTCTT’S
PILLS have no equaL Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin ia also prompt; removing
all imparities through these three4* scavengers of the system, "producing appetite, sound digestion, regular stools, a clear
skin aud a vigorous body. TUTT8 PILLS
cause no nausea or griping ner interfere
with dally work and are a perfect

!

Daily $7 per Tear; 60 cent* per month.
Weekly— One Dollar per year.

Corsets.

42-tf

The special Committee on Janitor was
instructed to employ a janitor for the
ward school at $50.00 per year.

The

The

VAN OORT, & BEEUWKES.
Hollakd, Mich., April 2,

C. J. De Roo of the Committee on Buildings and Repairs reported recommending
that a wood stove be placed in the ward
school The committee was given power
to

_

From these sources arise three-fourthsol
the diseases of the human race. These

Hosiery.

Large bottles$1.00.

*

TORPID BOWELS,

DISORDERED LIVER,

Read the Detroit Post

and

Prints,

GLASS, ETC, ETC.

get free a trial bottle of this certain cure.

c

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

completely restored to health, with a
hearty appetite,and

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you
to more money right away
than anything else lu this world. All, of either
succeed from first boar. The broad road to
received a large Spring stock of sex,
fortune opens before the workers, absolutely sore.
goods, consisting of
At once addressTruk & Co., Aaensta, Maine.

Dress Goods.
Cottons.
CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND
Tickings.

man,

a

and

TUTT’S
PlLLS

AGENTS

G.VANP0TTEN&S0NSAPR1ZE.

of

trial bottle

SPRING
HAS- COIMItE
-

wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidentsof the U. 8. The
largest,handsomest besi book
ever sold for less than twice onr
price. Tbe fastest selling book in America. Immense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want it. Any one can become a successful agent
Terms free. Ballet Book Co., Portland, Maine.

DECORATED

AND PLAIN FLOWER

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

R. B. BEST,
Holland, Mich., Jana

Ms

17,

1884.

STEKETEE
1884.
C.

Holland. Michigan, Jane 28, A. D.

m^lGSw

POTS,

Holland. May 22,

A BOB.
88-1?
-

